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finalized

Faculty
review
smoking
policy

By Salmer Thornsberry Jr.
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate unanimously
voted last Monday to establish
guidelines designating smokirtg and
non-smoking areas on campus.
Currently, the university does not
have an official smoking policy.
The new proposal, which must be
approved by the Board of Regents,
was designed to protect the rights
of non-smokers on campus, according to Dr. Max Reed, a faculty
senator appointed to the committee
studying the smoking situation.
Reed said the senate appointed
the committee after a "personal
complaint" was brought to its attention, according to Reed. He added that the results of the study were
to be submitted to the Faculty
Senate in January.
The committee found that smoking waa prohibited on campus in
areas where flammable materials
were stored and at assemblies of 200
or more people.
According to Larry Westbrook.
assistant director of public safety
and a member of the smoking committee, each building varied in its
smoking policy because "the deans
are in charge of the buildings in
their jurisdiction." He added that
smoking was permitted only in
areas with proper receptacles for
cigarette butts.
Photo by Slum Wort man
The committee, in an effort to
determine if the campus community was disturbed by the lack of a forUniversity stadeat Michael Biagham per fonus a "Body & Jazz' routine during last Saturday's Parent's Day mal policy on smoking, conducted a
Talent Show. The contest waa held in Brock Auditorium.
survey by sending out question(See FOUR. Back Page)
naires to students, faculty and administrators last year.
Only 32.4 percent of the questionnaires were returned to the committee. Reed said. (21 percent were
returned by smokers and 79 percent
were returned by non-smokers).
Of the surveys which were returned. 66 percent or more agreed that
smoking should be prohibited in
By Beth Wilson
review of the state's public higher June prior to the 1982 session of the
athletic and physical activity
Waterhouse
recommendations,
Managing editor
education system, including
Kentucky Legislature, concentrated especially those relating to the com- buildings and 75 percent or more
agreed that smoking should be proUniversity president Dr. J.C. Eastern.
on statewide issues, such as the puter process," said Whitlock.
Powell has asked various deans and
"Some of the recommendations
hibited in classrooms, elevators,
management and support of the
Other recommendations of Phase
department chairmen to review the have a bearing on student and
university with special attention to II included the combination of laboratories and the library.
Dr. Herman S. Bush, chairman of
recommendations of the Price academic support services," said external management barriers, ac- career services. There are currently
the committee, said, "This policy
Waterhouse Report and to help Whitlock. "Dr. Powell asked the ap- cording to Whitlock.
four
areas
on
campus
where
determine which of those proposals propriate division directors to resOne resuk of Phase I was the students can receive career counsel- will give more breaks for smokers
should be implemented, according pond to him on each of the report's passage of House Bill 622. which ing -• academic advisers, the rather than non-smokers in the
to Dr. Doug Whitlock. executive recommendations.''
allows the delegation of some counseling center, the Office of sense that they will be respecting
assistant, to Powell.
Both phases of the review were management responsibilities to the
the health of others."
Career Development and Placement
No universities other than Kenuniversity.
Several recommendations, in- designed to cover six areas:
and the SIGI computer in the Office
tucky State University have a "pure
cluding the reorganization of certain -adequacy and utilization of
For example. Whitlock said. "We of Undergraduate Studies.
smoking policy." Bush said.
offices, the advancement of the resources,
have always prepared our payroll
The university will look at the
Bush added that he thought it
university's computer system and -costs which may be inconsistent data and taken it to Frankfort to feasibility of combining some of
was a good policy and that it should
the combination of some programs, with the university's mission or not run off the checks at the state these services, Whitlock said.
treasurers office. Under HB 622. the
were recently released as a result of educationally related,
Another recommendation of the be taken into consideration by all
a two-phase study by the manage- -external management barriers to
university can write its own payroll report was that the university universities.
the
operation
of
the
institution
checks."
ment consulting firms Price
David H. Grim, a sophomore from
operate certain departments or serWaterhouse and MGT of America. -organizational structure of the
The priorities of Phase II of the vices as self-supporting entities, in- Louisville and a non-smoker, said he
institution,
Inc.
Price Waterhouse report were to cluding food service, printing, thinks that a smoking policy would
The Kentucky Council on Higher -personnel utilization, evaluation review:
telecommunications, mail and the be a good idea.
-the university's organizational bookstore.
Education contracted with the and promotional practices and
"Nothing kills my appetite more
structure,
Washington-based firms in July -fiscal management practices.
According to Whitlock. Powell ad- at meal times than a cloud of
-the classification and pay plans for vised the deans and department cigarette smoke being blown into
1981 to conduct a management
Phase I of the report, released in
non-academic personnel,
chairmen that there may be. at some my face." he said.
-the fiscal management and opera- time, a request from the Council on
Eric Cash a sophomore majoring
tions of the university and
Higher Education for a report or
in fisheries management and a
-the methodologies.
evaluation of tbe Price Waterhouse smoker disagrees.
"Phase II did not, however, deal recommendations.
with academic organization or the
"I don't think we should be allow"These are recommendations, not
administration of academic pro- directives." said Whitlock. "But. ed to smoke in classrooms, but there
grams." said Whitlock. "It made the state has made a significant in- should be no restrictions on smokspecific recommendations in the vestment in this study and we're go- ing." he said
areas of accounting, personnel, stu- ing to look at the recommendations
According to Reed, the policy
dent affairs and in the area of objectively to determine if there are
general institutional organization.'' improvements which can be made in wasn't designed to penalize
Organization is the area in which services we offer students and the smokers. He said it merely sets up
a standard for smokers and nonthe most substantial recommenda- academic process."
smokers to live in harmony.
tions were made, he sad.
According to Dr. Tom Myers, vice
president for student affairs, the
Council on Student Affairs will consider the recommendation to combine some of the responsibilities of
the deans of men and women and
the administrative counselors for
men's and women's residence hall
programs.
"We're going to study the most
effective way to handle the services
By Tim Thornsberry
substantial interest.
we offer students," Myers said.
News editor
"Philosophically, students going to
The chairperson of the Faculty
Acting as a stepping stone for Senate, who is elected annually,
a man or woman based on their sex
policy in the university's normal presides over the meetings the presileaves much to be desired."
Phase II of Price Waterhouse also chain of review groups, the Faculty dent does not go to. He also
recommended the improvement of Senate makes recommendations to cooperates with the president in
many of the computer systems the president on academic policy determining the agenda for each
and procedure.
which support the university's ad
meeting. The chairperson also heads
minstrstive operation.
The Faculty Senate is ultimately the Executive Committee of the
However, Eastern is currently in headed by the current president of Faculty Senate.
Athletic trainer Bobby Barton (left) hoaea down Colonel guard Chris Taylor on the sidelines during last Saturthe first year of implenting a five- the university, who presides over
The Facuky Senate is made up of
year computer plan.
day's game between Eastern and Yoaagstown State at Hanger Field. The temperature rose to nearly 90 digrm.
the meetings he attends The presi- 72 members, including the president
For highlight, of the Colonel.' 31-17 victory, ase pages 10 and 12.
"The university is ak-eady work- dent only attends meetings when he and the chairperson. Eighteen
ing on many of the Price needs to speak on matters of (See FACULTY. Back Page)
By Tim Thcm*berry
Newa editor
After one final stop on the road to
approval, {our language programs
may become history at the
university.
At its meeting on Monday, the
Faculty Senate unanimously approved the suspension of the Master
of Arts in French Program, the
Master of Arts in Spanish Program,
the Bachelor of Arts in Russian Program and the Bachelor of Arts in
Ibero-American Studies Program.
With the Faculty Senate's approval, the recommendation for the
suspension of these programs
moves on to the university president for consideration for submission to the Board of Regents, according to Dr. William R. Morrow,
chairman of the Faculty Senate.
At the meeting. Dr. John D.
Rowlett, Vice President of
Academic Affairs and Research explained the difference between the
terms suspension and termination.
"It is better to use the term
suspension instead of termination,"
he said. "If the program is suspended, it can always be reactivated.
With a termination, you have to
start from square one."
As reported in s recent issue of
the Progress, the four programs
were recommended for suspension
by the Program Review Committee.
which was appointed by tits university president.
In a recent interview with Bob
Nayle, chas-man of the review committee. Nayle stated that the purpose of the program evaluations are
"to cut out overlapping duplication
and expensive programs that may
be done somewhere else." He added that the main objective was "to
improve the quality of instruction''
at the university.
According to Dr. Theodor
Langenbruch, chairman of the
foreign language department, the
four programs were recommended
for suspension because of low enrollment, Jow degree productivity and
the overload to instructors the programs presented.
"As a department chairman, you
never like to see any of your programs suspended." he said. "I came
into a situation two years ago where
there were small programs and I
was impressed with the faculty's
willingness to keep those programs

going.
"We are optimistic that we can
add some more languages and
perhaps reactivate those which were
suspended if the need arises," he
added.
The willingness to keep their programs going was expressed by Dr.
Kathleen Hill, Dr. Norris Mackinnon. Dr. Charles L. Nelson and Dr.
Vitaly Wowk, faculty members in
the foreign language department, in
a memo sent to the Council of
Deans.
In the memo, the instructors
responded "in an effort to correct
omissions and errors and to express
our views concerning our programs
which differ from the conclusions of
the committee" (the Progrsm
Evaluation Committee).
The instructors Went on to say
that 'in the face of Eastern's commitment to excellence...we are
alarmed to see that in reality we are
experiencing the curtailment of
valuable programs."
As to the question of teacher
overload, the instuctors wrote: "An
adviser is expected to assume an advising load of 60 or more students
before it is considered an overload
and he is entitled to a reduction of
classes.
"Advising requires office hours,
registration duty, attendance at
meetings, constant update on requirements and consider able paperWork. Why, is it so unreasonable to

Kick up your heels

Management report considered
byEastern administration, staff

Faculty Senate
suggests policy

Cooling a Colonel
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Education: a
rational form
of defense?
"... We must take advantage of
tune, money, energy, imagination, and everything else
available to us and devote them
to our education system if the
republic is to be preserved."
-Dwight D. Eisenhower
It's a shame that the Reagan
administration doesn't hold the
same view of education. At this
point it is justifiable for us to
wonder if our president regards
education at all.
At least Congress showed a
little more compassion for the
needs of the American people,
students in particular, in its action last week.
Latt Thursday and Friday,
the U.S. House and Senate
respectively mustered the twothirds majority vote required to
override President Reagan's
veto of the f 14.2 billion supplemental appropriations bill,
which according to Reagan,
didn't allocate enough money
for defense.
The bill, which will now
become law despite Reagan's
adamant objections, cut $2.1
billion from the president's
defense request. It contained
$918 million more in domestic
spending to provide such things
as more jobs for senior citizens,
improved programs for the handicapped, ncreased financial aid
to students and aid to
education.
On the local level for instance,
the passing of the bll will provide $50,000 to $60,000 more in
student financial assistance to
this university alone.
How could the president of
the United States question the
sensibility of a budget which
makes it possible for more individuals
to
obtain
an
education?
But Reagan has definitely expressed that he doubts Con
grees' motives. After all, isn't
defense the top priority in this
nation? Forget the elderly, the
handicapped and the students forget the needs of the people let's buy weapons.

Interestingly enough, 24
years ago this month. Congress,
with the total support of President Eisenhower, passed the
National Defense Education
Act.
Thia maaswci appropriated
CAW a billon dollars in federal
aid to every level of education.
It granted money to such
areas of education as increasing
student loans, strengthening instruction at all levels and improving counselor institutions
and graduate fellowships.
Most relevant to college
students, of course, is the aspect
of the act which provided for a
significant increase fa financial
aid.
The loan waa named the National Defense Student Loan
and it made it passible for
millions of students to attend
college by taking out lowinterest loans with a repayment
period of 10 years. .
The provisions of the loan
have changed somewhat over
the years, the most interesting
change being the 1972 education
amendment which dropped the
word "defense" from the name
and inserted "direct" instead.
The name of the loan as it
stands today is the National
Direct Student Loan. The interesting aspect of the name
change is that it came immediately following the Vietnam War.
But the fact that the measure
was initially the National
Defense Education Act becomes
ironic today with an administration that appears to rank education many notches lower than
defense on its priority list.
During the time of the
Eisenhower administration, it
waa the general view that in
free society, the education of the
individual is the ultimate form
of defense.
Two months after the passage
of the National Defense Education Act, Eisenhower proclaimed the week of Nov. 9-15 aa
American Education Week.

Tragedies
Bath Wilson
Katy's life centered ed, but none of them ever made it
around first grade, ice cream cones to either floor for a vote.
and Barbie dolls.
Kentucky's legislature seems to
Today, because of a drunken have missed its chance to reduce the
driver, Katy's parents are making alarming statistics. Several cities,
arrangements for her funeral
however, are hiinlanMaMiiig. their
Countless stories concerning own versions of drunken driving
drunken driving have dominated legislation
the media in the past few years and
Lexington, for example, has
although Katy's story isn't true, it drastically incrsassd its arrests for
could be.,
rtnmhsn rtjiiing sjiifii the lisgiimhsj
In the past two years, more of the Traffic Alcohol Program
Americans have died senselessly as (TAP).
a result of accidents involving
The city saw an 800 percent indrunken drivers than were killed in crease in drunken driving arrests
the Vietnam War.
after the program began last May.
According to a Sept. 19
Additional officers are petroling
Newsweek article, about three Lexington streets for drunken
Americans are killed and 80 are in- drivers Monday through Saturday.
jured by drunken driven every hour Police are stopping drivers
of every day.
suspected of being drunk and askThe statistics are staggering but ing them to take a bask coordinamust be addressed
tion test.
These statistics, however, refer to
If a driver ia stopped and
a general category - Americans. To suspected of being drunk, police
be a little more specific, the largest take him to Jal - period. And.
killer of Americans between the although a driver may register fees
ages of 16 and 2* is alcohol-related on a breathalyzer teat than the level
accidents.
which """sMtrt him intoxicated (.10
That statistic hits most of us a lit- under Kentucky law), he must retle harder.
main in jail until bond is set and can
Aa college students, few can deny be met.
driving or riding with someone after
Only one of the seven fatal traf"a few too many" - at least once, fic accidents in Lexington has been
maybe more than once.
alcohol-related since the TAP proAnd that realization is. perhaps, gram began four months ago.
more frightening than any statistic
Lexington and other cities with
Legislatures in 27 states seem to similar programs should be applaud
think one solution to the problem is ed for. taking up the legislature's
stiffer penalties for drunken drivers. slack
Unfortunately. Kentucky is not
Maybe if Katy had been a
among those 27.
lawmakers daughter, Kentucky as
Many heated debates were state would be making a more conbrought before the 1982 Kentucky scious effort to curtail these unGsneral Assembly Legislators saw justifiable tragedies.
several defeats and several accomplishments. But, drunken driving penalties were not among those
In the Sept. 9 issue of the Proaccomplisliii—it s
gress in the article "Democratic
Ssdly enough,
when the
Unity" which appeared on Page
legislature came to a close last
2. Bob Babbage was incorrectly
March, the issue was unresolved.
identified aa Lexington's viceIt's not that the legislature igmayor. Babbage to an Urban
nored the drunken driving problem
County counrilman-at-large.
entirely. Several bills ware introduc-

Correctioil
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Whereas our system of free
and universal public education is a foundation stone
of American democracy;
and
Whereas we, as a people,
must today bear responsibilities and solve problems more difficult and
more demanding than have
ever before confronted us;
and

Whereas we face these problems head on, confident
that the most formidable
obstacles to national progress and world peace can
be surmounted by an
educated citizenry, trained
up in freedom and selfdiscipline from their
earliest years...
If
Reagan
wants
to
strenghthen national defense,
fine, but why not strenghthen it
through an educated public.

rather than through an accumulation of highly technical,
expensive weapons.
Besides, .without proper
education, who will be qualified
to operate these weapons?
Obviously, traditional bills to
boost spending for education,
student financial aid specifically, are impossible to pass into
laws.
Perhaps Congressmen (surely
there tin some who are interested in making it easier for

individuals to gain an education)
could sneak education provisions into a defense bill with the
same rationalization used in
1958.
There is no question that
defense bits have no trouble attracting President Reagan's
signature.
Although the NDEA was not
looked at as solely a defense
measure, the correlation between education and defense was
undiapu table.
It is still undiaputable.

I Nuclear arms: a deadly game

Porsptcttw*

I

His official proclamation of
that declaration, began aa such:
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By Todd Kieffman
Staff writer
Every generation throughout
history has had its doomsayers.
whether they be the paupsrish long
beards carrying signs on the street
comer i earing. "Thy end is near."
or the venom-tongued preachers
who warn of hell fire and brimstone
unless we change our ways.
Regardless of what msdfnrn or
method those purveyors of doom
used, they were never given much
more that a passing thought. And
today, dsspku their zealous predjc
tions. the world still stands intact
On the modern horizon there is s
new breed of doomsayers, and it
stands to reason that they will be
looked upon with the same amount
of credibility as those that psssed
before them.
These modern soothsayers are
neither religious fanatics or deranged loners sashing attention, but
generate, admirals snd wall-read
men of fetters.
Their warnings are based on scientific knowledge, not religious myths.
Their wanungs are of the utmost
urgency and their words should be
weighed out by every parson on the
earth.
The fear evoked by these men is
that unites steps are taken to first
control snd then disarm the nuclear
weapons of the world, we will push
ourselves ever closer to the brink of
a nuclear holocaust..

But what ia a nuclear holocaust?
Obviously, we have never experienced such a disaster (and in all
likelihood the earth couki endure only one).
The picture of nuclear destruction
etched in the minds of most people
is that of a single bomb exploding
over a single city (Hiroshima) and
killing hundreds of thousands of
people.
While that U gruesome enough in
its own right, it is only s infante
fraction of awesome danger that
could be inflicted by todays nuclear
arsenals.
To put the picture of a modern
nuclear assault in the proper
perspective, it is necessary to use
phrases like "total destruction,''
"uninhabitable wasteland" and "the
possible extinction of the human
race."
It is sweaome to contemplate
such s devastating threat to
mankind. Indeed it is almost too
overwhelming for thought. But the
fact that we choose not to think
about it does not decrease the peril.
And that peril is all too reel It is
not just a possibility in the back of
our minds, but a reality already
loaded on missiles poised to strike
at the push of a button.
And that is where the problem
lies.
The leaders of the world's nuclear
nations are not ignorant to the
severe gravity of the situation, yet

they seem bent on adding fuel to the
fire when the only sensible thing to
do is to work together to attempt to
put the fire out.
Currently, the sole shield that prc>
tecte us from nuclear warfare ia a
policy of "assured mutual destruction." It revolves around the hope
that any nuclear-armed country
.would never dare risk the dreaded
first strike against any country that
could and would retaliate to such a
degree that it would liter ally wipe
out the whole society that dealt the
first stike.
Such a policy, though it has deterred the usage of nuclear weapons to
this point, ia far too steeped in
paradox and outright contradiction
for its success to continue
indefinitely.
Consider these questions:
1. How safe can we be when our
safety depends on the terror we can
instill by the threat of nuclear
weapons?
2. How do we increase our security by continuing to build more
arms, thereby inviting other countries to do likewise?
3. If s threat fails, ia it justifiable
to launch that first strike, knowing
the consequences of "assured
mutual destruction?"
4. If a first strike were unleashed
upon a country, would it be

(r

In other words
Keene residents
do not lack pride
The Sept. 9 Progress article,
"Resident* wrote own fate, windows
locked for safety" is very
misleading
It gives the impression that the
Students living in Commonwealth,
Dupree, Todd and Keene are
irresponsible.
Speaking only for Keene Hall, we
do not lack pride in this campus or
in Keene itself.
Keens residents do not lack the
maturity to deal with life in an
Masse rifted atmosphere. Ia fact,
last year. Keene . Hall Council took
steps to keep their windows open
and did so for the '81 '82 school
year.
Since Keene is generally a
ft ashmen hall, the actions taken by
the majority of Keene residents
show responsibility and maturity.
Granted, there are a few who
make life misershto for everyone.

but the article implies that everyone
in Keene is irresponsible, which to
not the case
KENKEARN8
VtessnsHial.
i Hal

Letters welcome
Letteri to the Editor are welcome on any subject. They should
be typed, contain fewer thsn 400
words snd contain the writer's
name, signature, address snd telephone number.
Letters should be delivered to the
Progress office in Wallace 348 by 4
p.m. on the Monday before Thursday ratification.
The Progress reserves the right
to limit the length of letters by de
leting sections.
Spelling and punctuation errors
will be collected; however, grammatical and syntactical errors will
appear as they were written.
The number or address of the author will not be published unless requested. Letters without a signature
or written under s fslae name will
not be published.

Editor..
Managing Editor..
News Editor. .....
Features Editor.
Organisations Editor.
Arts Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Ad Director
Staff Artist
Circulation Manager.

justifiable to retaliate, causing th<
death of millions of innocent of people just for the sake of revenge? C
6. How can we avoid the selfC
imposed destruction of our world b£
threatening to do just that?
These are just some inconsistencies that arise while the world cooZ
tinues to depend upon its nuclear;
arsenals to keep the peace. And as;
we further maintain our course ofstockpiling more and more weapon*.
that we can conceivably never use;
the fuse en those weapons gets*
shorter and shorter.
There is no reason, be it political,
moral or religious that could everf,
remotely vindicate the initiation of
a nuclear holocaust, yet we continue
to srm ourselves for our own
destruction.
\
A nuclear confrontation has,
always been an unthinkable sin. yes
we retain the power to commit such
a sin.
All it would take is one irrational
judgement, borne in the intensity or
a crisis, or one malfunctioning
silicon chip gone haywire, and the.
human race might prematurely
follow the path of the dodo bird in-:
to extinction Forever.
The stakes are too high, and
chances too greet for us to continue
playing such a deadly game.

Tie

■.

Shanda Pulliam
.
Beth Wilson
. .Tim Thornsberry
..George Gabehart
Belinda Ward
...Sherry Hanlon
Brian Blair
Rob Miracle
David Kain
Kevin Grimm
.Eddie Miller
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Congressman Hopkins
meets with SA leaders

By D.U* Aadmoa
Oneet writer
U.S. fUp. Larry Hopkin». R
Lexington, discussed topics including the poaaibility of a nuclear
freeze *t a meeting last Monday
with five Kentucky college and
university student association
presidents, according to Carl
Kramer. EKU student association
president.
The meeting, which was the first
in a series of Student Congressional
Forums, was held at the Ramada
Inn in Lexington.
Kramer said the discussion of a
nuclear freeze was "stale" and he
said he fought to focus the discussion on the future of aaaQjala] aid for
students.
"I feel that the nuclear freeze
issue is important and that students
care about it," Kramer said.
"However, I feel that at this moment financial aid is more
important."
According to Kramer, Hopkins
seemed unaware of some matters
pertaining to student finances. «uch

as the issue of cutting benefit* when
s student receives some other form
of isWCsal aid.
Hopkins recently voted to override President Reagan's veto on the
Supplemental Appropriations Bill
which, according to Kremer. will
enable Eastern to obtain an extra
$50,000 this year.
Kramer said, however, that he
would like the congressman "to vote
for education all year and not just
two months before si action time.''
"I feel like the meeting was good
to the extent that a landmark was

set for students to get together with
their congressmen to exchange
dialogue," Kramer said. "Hopkins
has obligated himself to astan to the
students."
"However." Kramer added, "I felt
somewhat dejected Monday
because I felt like the meeting was
a show for publicity and the media
and the issues were never really
discussed, they were just glossed
over."
The next Student Congressional
Forum is scheduled for Oct. 21 at
Berea College.

Grants available

Thirty fill-tuition scholarship, to
a five-day direct marketing Collegiate Institute in Danbury. CT,
Dec. 5-10, are now available to
seniors majoring in advertising,
marketing, journalism, communications and similar fields
The Institute is sponsored by the
Direct Mail Marketing Educational
Foundation (DMMEF).

Scholarsrups cover all tuition fees
and room and board.
Scholarship applications and
recommendation forms are available
from the Foundation (6 E. 43rd St.,
New
York,
NY.
10017.
212/689-4977). Applications must be
received together with a professor's
recommendation by Oct 29, 1982.
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Cure for failure
Btlind. Ward
Failure, the dreaded disease of
many, has not been medically proven to be fatal. Failure, to a certain
extent, is perfectly natural.
Many look to new challenges with
fear because they are afraid to fail.
A great number, however, overcome
these fears to reach out and grasp
their goals and dreams.
Sometimes it seems as if there are
days when nothing goes right. In
fact. I had a few of those days last
week. An instructor assigned about
200 pages of reading. I had a day of
a writer's block, I tore up one of my
favorite pairs of shoes and I had a
misunderstanding with
my
boyfriend.
These were just s few of the
highlights. There were also several

other little annoying things that
happened, but I won't go into them.
And just think it wss only a four
day class weak too! Thank goodness
it was not five days long!
Where and when does this type of
week end? These little failures do
not do a thing for a person's self
image. They can sometimes prevent
us from attempting larger, more difficult projects because they defest
our egos.
Being somewhat of a poet myself,
I often refer to poetry or especially
quotes to find solutions to problem
situations.
The English poet John Keats once
wrote the following about failure.
"Failure is, in a sense, the highway
to success, inasmuch as every

discovery of what is false lesds us
to seek earnestly after what is true,
and every fresh experience points
out some form of error which we
shall afterwards carefully avoid."
If a man fails at a task, he learns
from his mistake and will think
twice before repeating it. This will
lead him on the "highway of success" referred to by Keats.
A large majority of individuals
will not even attempt a task unless
success is guaranteed. This
restrains many from pursuing their
goals to the fullest capacity.
Individuals may not think of each
day as a step in pursuing a set goal
or dream, but it is.
If nothing else I see each day as
a challenge. Being the somewhat uncoordinated person that I am. I try
to survive each day without getting
too many bruises.
Personally. I try to laugh at my
clumsiness. Yet there are some individuals who see themselves as
failures due to such insignificant
characteristics.
Rather than learning from and/or
trying to overcome these so-called
failure features certain individuals
let these small and unimportant
traits prevent them from achieving
higher goals. Have they not heard
the famous line. "If at first you
don't suceed. try. try again.''
Failure can inhibit an individual
and this inhibition can leads to an
unsatisfying life.
DThe millions of people who view
failure, as John Keats did, have a
much better chance of living
satisfying lives. They reach the
goals they set and make a great
number of their dreams come true.
i"et. others consider themselves
failures due to these particular innate characteristics. Often they will
not even try to achieve a goal or
make even the smallest dream come
true.
What is kfe anyway if dreams cannot come true?

News Capsule
CD&P fall interviews
to begin Sept. 27
The Division of Career Development and
Placement will begin fall interviews Monday,
Sept. 27.
Students interested m scheduling interviews must sign up in person at the CD&P
office from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. MondayFriday. The office is located in Jones 319.
The minimum requirement for scheduling
an interview is the completion of a Placement Data Sheet.

Homecoming theme
set by-committee
. "Color My Work!" baa been chosen as the
theme for the university's 1982 Homecoming festivities Oct 9, according to Ron
Wolfe, associate director of alumni affairs.
Homecoming queen applications must be
returned by Sept. 24 and the election will be
held Tuesday. Sept. 30. The deadline for
float and dorm decoration applications is
Oct. 1. All applications are available in the
Student Activities Office.
The Homecoming queen coronation will
begin at 1:15 p.m. at Hanger Field, Saturday. Oct 9. The kickoff for the football game
against Middle Tennessee State is acheduled for 1:30 p.m. There will be s buffet in the

Keen Johnson Balroom from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Several reunions have been scheduled for
the day, including the classes of 1972 and
1977 and the former members of EKU's
swim team.

Case renovation put
on hold indefinitely
The planned renovation of the Case Hall
basement has been indefinitely put on hold,
according to Earl Baldwin, vice president of
business affairs.
Chad Middleton, director of the physical
plant, said that the university's tight budget
forced the delay of the project
Middleton said that the recent renovation
in Sullivan Hall and the Donovan Building
has furthered' the depletion of building
funds.
According to Baldwin, the Case basement
was considered aa a passible sight for a
cafeteria, added dormitory rooms or a combination of dormitory rooms and faculty
offices.
Baldwin said no date has been set to begin
work on the project

Fire safety programs
scheduled for dorms
The Division of Public Safety is conducting a fire safety program for dorm residents
to learn how to better prepare themselves in
case of an emergency fire situation.
Larry Weetbrook. assistant director of
public aafety, is in charge of the
presentation.
The presentation consists of s slide show,
s tape show and a talk which involves the
safety procedures used in case of a fire.'
According to Weetbrook, this presentation is the only one of its kind in the state.
The atate fire marshal! has approved the
program as beneficial and effective,
Weetbrook said.

Fellowship program
sponsored by OSU
Ohio State University is sponsoring, with all
expenses paid, Graduate and Professional
Schools Visitation Day ^Fellowship Opportunity Program, Oct. 31 - Nov. 2.
Eastern has been invited to select five,
high ranking minority seniors who have a

cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above to attend
this program.
Interested students should contact Stan
Goldsberry. Counseling Center, EUendale
Hall, 622-2241, as soon as possible.
The application deadline is Oct. 4. All
students participating in the program are required to take the appropriate graduate
examinations.

University archives
receive Lincoln letter
The donors of a rare letter written by
Abraham Lincoln will be honored in a
ceremony st Arlingon, Tuesday. Sept. 28 at
noon.
The letter, now preserved in the university archives, wss written to Lincoln's sisterin-law, Margaret Todd Kellogg. It gave
Kellogg and her mother, Betsey Humphreys
Todd, permission to cress through Union
lines during the Civil War in 1861.
The document was donated by Kellogg'*
great, great-grandchildren, Clark K. Orttenburger, Richmond, Louise Lscszette, Versailles and Alice Alfont, Owensboro.
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Want To Hear Some Good News?

Save

EASTERN BYPASS AUTOMOTIVE
139 Killarney Lane
Behind Colonial Inn

Whe*

COMPLETE PARTS SERVICE

Eastern Progress Classifieds WORK!
624-2000

Lexington
286 Southland Dr.
1316 Russell Cave Road
in Richmond Eastern By-Pass

Get the Be*

riHIPON——— —■

624-2005

$1.00 for 1-10 words
$1.00 for each additional 10 words
Stop by Wallace, Room 348
Call today: 622-1629

2Y%* COPIES
(20s*8'/, x 11" White Bond Only)

THE CONTACT LENS CENTER
206'/i Geri Lane
Richmond.. Ky. 40476

kinko's copies
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
624-0237
1

(Otter expires 9-18-82)

PHONE
3
LOUNGE

BRING IN THIS COUPON
FRIDAY FROM 3-7
FOR UP TO A $1.00 OFF

623-6643 (or) 623-4267

i SIRLOIN STEAK
■ aeaaHesitfsefSMi B«k«dPo«o AiYouC«nt*i
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Lexington. KY
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to announce that we now have
Extended Wear Leneea. We cany both the PEHMALENS and
the HYDROCURVE Contact Leneea for extended wear. It ie
poaafjla for you to wear the lira— contihuouah/ up to two
weeks.
If you ate jnteraf d in this new dowjeBexnom.
or tasaphona our office for en aupolntnwnt.

■ STEAKTM SHRIMP Ilk 00 i
■ Save Up To 13.19 With Coupon
= Bo* Annan wtdudtSMfc. Stamp BatwdPouio
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2/9.99
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Yearbook hurt
by budget cuts

People Poll

Voter registration set
By Mark Campbell
Staff writer
The university's Student Association will sponsor s voter registration
week beginning Mondsy, Sept. 20.
The registrations will take place
from 10 am. to 2 p.m. between the
Powell Building and Keen Johnson
Building through Thursday. Sept.
24.
"The majority of students that
we're going to register are students
that have never been registered and
have never taken an interest," said
Carl Kremer. Student Association
(SA) president "We ieel it's a
students responsibility to be
registered."
"If politicians on national, state
and local levels are going to be sensitive to our needs then we need to
exercise our political strength,"
Kremer said "The Student Associa
sto is not particularly trying to get
voters to register here m Madison
County, they just want to get
students to register."
Scott Robertson, who is directing

the registration week, said, "People
should be sole to register between
classes and they don't have to have
a free period to just stop by."
Depending on the length of the
line, when s student registers it
could take from a minimum of three
minutes to a maximum of 10
minutes, Robertson said
In addition to SA, the Student
Senate, Man's and Women's Interdorm, the Interfraternity Council.
Panhallenic Council and the Young
Democrats have taken part in coordinating the program.
"We're trying to create a situation in Richmond where politicians
are going to be more sensitive to our
needs," Kremer said. "Students are
going to play a very important role
in the political process. But, it's also
important to note that the students
aren't trying to take over the city
of Richmond"
Robertson said, "We spend a lot
of money here and it's time we had
a little more influence than what
we've had in the past."
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Sherry Psdkjo. Jaaior. Lonisvflla,
I think that we should be able to
cook in the dorms. The
should try to gat that fixed, ItT
would be less dangerous if people
didn't have to sneak
Wlafred Jennings, senior. HarUn.
art
I think they should make it uiiefL
to get contemporary Christian^
groups on campus. I think there's
enough people that would take advantage of the opportunity.

Prices in the bookstore are too
high and what they give you back
on books is slot less than what you
pay. They should put a check on
this.

Sheila Hill
health record.
They should gat a kitchenette on,
each floor of the dorms. They should
slso get better stars that people are
aware of for entertainment.
Dwayne Walker,
freshman,
LoaisrUle, laaWiial electronics
I wish that they could do
something about the elevators in
the dorms. They're always out of
order.

Ellen Cammack, freshman, Lexington, fashion merchandising
They should make more parking
for students.
Kevin Simpson, junior. Crest wood.
business administration
I think that they should look in*
to the unfair racket in the
bookstore. They should also get
more open house hours earlier in the
day and later at night.

Students shine as summer stars
By Maryleigh Hay deStaff writer
Actor, actress on stage tonight
Your life is such a glamorous
sight.
Have you always been the star of
patrona
eyea.
Or did you climb your way into
the skies.
The opportunity is rare that a parson interested in the theatre gets
their big break at their first audition
in some posh theatre. Most actors
or actresses work their way up starting at the bottom. Many college
students gain experience through
summer music theatres.
That is what Jerry Zoochi, a
senior speech and theatre arts major, did this past summer. Zoochi
built sets, made props, prepared
costumes, performed ■ cabaret, and
played a character of somebody else'
s imagination.
Zoochi was a member of Wayside
Theatre located shout 100 miles outside of Washington, D C. Wayside.
according to Zoochi, is an acting
oriented company that puts on
shows in the summer.
Auditions for summer theatres

take place all over the country in
January and February. Last year
the South Eastern Theatrical Con
fsrence (SETC) waa held in
Louisville at the Gait House. The
SETC offers auditions to 30-40 summer companies. This year it is going
to be held in Georgia.
Zoochi and Tim Coleman, 20, a
junior majoring in music and perfor
nmyf said that only the auditions
were competitive. Once you were accepted, the competition ceased.
Coleman auditioned for and
received a part in the Stephen
Foster Story. Auditions for that
particular play are held in connection with the SETC. "but you don't
have to be a member to audition."
said Coleman.
Coleman would do three promotional shows in the afternoon consisting only of music. The promotional shows were made up of twelve
people, who traveled to state parks,
shopping centers, and other spots
around Kentucky, only to get back
to Bardstown in time to put on their
make-up for the evening show
Scott Bradford, senior music
education major, found a summer

job at Darisn Lake Fun Country in
New York. Bradford was a jubilee
entertainer who sang and danced.
Bradford said that they would do
"two shows six times a day." They
rehearsed 16 to 18 hours a day the
first week for one show, according
to Bradford. "I would walk around
just so that my fast wouldn't
throb," he said "But I loved it. It
waa very fun and rewarding."
Zoochi was new to the summer
theatre circuit. She said she was
"just coming into the business. It
tested me-can I do it in the
business." Zoochi mrpUiwtrt that the

summer internship waa a "proving
ground."
Glamour is indeed a part of the '
stage, bat so is its pressures. "TO "
always function aa an artist, to behealthy with a clear mind at afl'
times snd sensitive to everything *
going on." were the pressure*
Zoochi experienced.
Some people who worked summer
theatres wil sudition again to joii'"
companies. Some will get the jobs.'
others will not. When asked if she;
would work in the summer internship situation again. Zoochi said no.'
"I wouldn't want to intern anymore'
because I want to be an actress.""

Nursing workshop offered:
Eastern'a Department of Baccalaureate Nursing in cooperation
with the Division of Continuing
Education, will offer a workshop

nurses and nursing faculty. Dr. Itr- '
geborg Maukach. a nursing leader
and professor of nursing at the"
Univeraity of South Florida, will""
speak.

Sept. 20-21. on "Decision Making
Risk Taking." The workshop, which
For further information about- ■■■deals with change, will be held in the registration fees, write or call Dajilii
Perkins Bidding.
Lynn Voight, 202 Perkxis Building;
The target audience is registered 622-2143.

OPENS IN SEPTEMBER AT SPECIALLY
SELECTED THEATRES.
Check newspapers for theatres.

DANITA MORRIS
A September in

to see the Student
year?

Willene V.nOver. freshman.
Wilttametmrg. aureiag
They should try to gat ice
machines in the dorms and later lobby hours.
Chris Holt, junior. Deer Park, Ohio,

colleges and universities.
The University of Kentucky's
yearbook, the Kentuckian, has been
sold to students since its revival in
1978, according to creditor Lisa

By John Henson
Staff wriUr
The 1982-83 version of the
Milestone, the university yearbook,
will be reduced from last year's 384
pages to 320pages because of recentAbout 16 percent of UK's populabudget cutbacks, according to
Michelle O'Bryan, managing editor tion purchase the yearbook, which
is sold for 820. Lafalee said
of the Milestone.
The Louisville Minerva, the
The number of Milestone copies
printed wil also be reduced to 7,900. University of Louisville's yearbook,
according to Larry Bailey, is sold to students for 816, accorMilestone adviser. Bailey said there ding to Lias Brady, aesoriste editor.
were 8,000 copies printed last year She said she expects about 1,000
copies of the book to be sold.
and there were a few left over.
This year's edition of the
There was concern that this year's
Milestone would have to be sold to Milestone will be the 80th volume
students but the yearbook was in- and is expected to be distributed in
cluded in the budget and will be free late April, according to Bailey.
Senior Wil Mansfield a the editor
to students attending Eastern for
the full academic year. Bailey said. of this year's Milestone. The remainThe book win be sold for 86 to ing staff includes Greek's editor Jeff
students attending the university Asher, organizations editor Jannene
Maudlin, academics editor Melissa
for one semester, he added.
Bailey said there is a possibility Hicks, student life editor Mike Hall.
students wil have to pay for the sports editors Metanie Corwin and
Milestone in the future. "It costs Scott Wilson and classes editors
about f 10 to print one yearbook," Karla Osvath and Kely Osvath.
Bailey, a university graduate, is
he said
Paying for yearbooks is not an un- in his seventh year as Milestone
common practice among other area adviser.

What would you
Senate accomplish
■y
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Kremer. Dimond serve through SA
Dream come true
By SWd. PuWam
Editor
It sits on the bookshelf behind
Cari Kramer's desk. I tie white with
■ long neck, an orange beak, light
blue eyes and a curled up tail.
Vieitore entering the office of the
OMiaW Association president can't
help but notice it immediately.
There it aita. in all its modesty.
aimpie and plain, but oh so aignifi
cant. It it Kremer's "rubber duckie"
of humility.
"That little rubber duckie ivmbolizeajuat how small the office (of
president) really is." amid Kramer.
eyeing the oddly shaped figure from
his seat behind the desk. "It's a
reminder to ma that I'm just
another student in a Inartwshin
role."
Of .course, humility has always
been one of Carl Kramer's attributes. In fact, when he came to
the university in the fall of 1979 and
stepped into the shadow of his older
brother Chris - SA president during
1979-80 - he had no choice but to be
humble.
"When I first came here,
.everywhere I want I was always
recognized as Chris Kramer's little
brother,'' Carl recalled. "I lived in
Chris' shadow up until the time I
was elected. I didn't mind it-it only gave me more desire."
It also instigated a dream for the
younger Kramer. "When Chris
called home (after the election in the
spring of 1979) to tell us he won, all
he could say to me was 'You're going to be the next president hare.'
He abeady had it all mapped out
"I remember thinking to myself,
'I'm going down there and follow
him.'' It has been a dream come
tme7'
And more For Carl Kramer is
entering his second term as SA
president, becoming only the second
student in Eastern's history to
serve successive terms. (The first
was Steve Wilborn from 1968-70.)
So now, when Chris returns to

campus for a viait. he is introduced
as Carl Kramer's brother. "I enjoy
that, ' Carl laughed.
But the two were hardly involved in s Kramer ve. Kramer duel.
"Chris and I are extremely close,"
Carl said. " I relish the form of competition we have - it makes us bettar individuals. Everything I've
been able to achieve here is due to
Chris. He gave me the start."
Carl came to Eastern after a year
of commuting to Wright State
University in Dayton from his home
in Troy, Ohio.
It seems that after being a basketball and football player in high
school, Carl didn't quite know how
to handle the sudden lack of activity and excitement..
"I decided there was a void in my
life," recalled Kremer. 'I'm the kind
of person who always has to be active. There just wasn't enough for
me to do there (Wright State). I felt
I needed to get away from home."
So he followed in his mother's and
in Chris' footsteps and enrolled at
Eastern.
And under the wing of his
brother, he immediately became involved with the Student Senate. He
was voted m as a senator during the
I960 January election and soon, the
"void" in his life was filled.
Chris graduated in May of that
year, and the following year, Carl
served as chairman of the
prestigious Student Rights and
Responsibilities Committee of the
Senate. In this position, he began to
estabUsh his own identity - so successfully that he was selected by his
fellow senators as Senator of the
Year for 1980-81.
It was then that Kremer realised
he "was a logical choice to run for
president.'' So after an old high
school football rival approached
Kremer with claims of being the
perfect potential vice president, the
legacy of Carl Kremer and Neil Dimond was initiated.
Kremer said his first year in office

Stresses action

Carl Kremer
"went better than I could've ever
imagined." So the Kremer Dimond
team decided to go for two.
"We weren't sure how the
students would react to us running
again," Kremer said "Our reelection told us that people knew
what we did and agreed with it. It
was a bigger thrill the second time.
It was like a stamp of approval from
the student body."
Kremer, s history major, will
graduate in December, but will
finish his presidential term as a
graduate student in education.
He aaid he is debating over two
careers: "education on the administrative level or law."
After finishing his term next
May, he plans to teach school for a
"couple of years. After that I will
know for sure whether I want to
pursue my doctorate in education or
go7 into law school. No matter what
though. 111 always be involved in
politics to a certain degree."
But Kremer has far too many immediate concenia as SA preaident to
dwell on his future plans.
"I'm really looking forward to our
second term," Kremer said
And certainly he will keep it all in
perspective. "A lot of presidents
tend to overemphasize who they are.
I have a motto: Take the issues
seriously but don't take yourself
seriously."
Isn't that right, rubber duckie?

Profs write for intrigue
Barr
Staff writer
They've left their mark in publications ranging from EUery Queen'*
Mystery Magazine to Woman'*
World.
They sold a script for the nowdefunct Streets of San Francisco
television series, only to have the
show canceled before it reached the
air .
And they even produced the epic
hit Dick and Jan* Vitit the Library
for instructional use at the
university.
Since 1976, the writing pair of Hal
Brythe and Charles Sweet has spent
iu time writing a variety of articles
for national publication.
For Brythe and Sweet, both
English teachers and office-mates at
the university, the decision to write
together began as a joke.
"We started out making educational tapes for freshman English
classes," said Blythe, a native of
Louisville who is beginning his
tenth year at the university.
The duo want from those tapes to
short stories, many of which received rejection sups from publishers, to
become two of the more popular
mystery writers in the country.
In the Mike Shan* magazine,
which was first published in 1939.
they compose stories under the pen
name of Brett Hslliday.
Most of their works, however, are
written under the name of Hal
Charles.
"The name was suggested by
Ellery Queen," said Blythe, referring to one of the most popular detectives.
The last few years have seen Hal
Charles articles receive star billing
Charles Sweat (at deak) and Hal Blythe
in many magazines. With 30 to 40
entertain and occasionally worry the
Ideas are no problem for the pair
stories sent out to different
customers st the restaurant as they
publishers at a given time, there is of professors. Between reading
act out and discuss their latest
always a Hal Charles story in some newspapers and books, watching
television and just observing everymurder plots.
periodical.
Even when they aren't writing
According to Sweet, the duo's day happenings, they have an
together, they are usually comstories are popular because they endless file of topics.
Most of their writing occurs every
peting against one another in
have the elements all good detective
almost any sport you can mention.
day at lunch at the same table in the
stories should have.
This friendship is one reason the
"All the pieces have to fit same restaurant: McDonald's.
"We're down there every day
team has been so successful at
together." said the Bristol, Conn,
writing together for seven years.
native . "The writer must be fair to from 10:30 im. to 12:30 p.m.." said
"We don't have any ego problems
Sweet. " Weeven have a plaque over
hie readers."
at all." said Blythe.
• He added that a sense of humor our own booth."
"If I don't like one of Hal's ideas.
Indeed they do. The plaque aits
and good characterisation is s must
directly above the table of one of the
I tell him about it." said Sweet, who
in any story.
is beginning his twelfth year at the
"We take a lot of our characters booths and it reads:
university. "And if Hal doesn't like
from our colleagues." said Brythe.
The Charles Sweet - Hal Blythe
something of mine, he will tell me
"They always give us slot of ideas
Booth
about it too."
for stories."
Nov. 1961
Now that they have found success
Using this formula, the pair once
McDonald'*
of Richmond
in everything from comic books to
devised a story where they turned
academic journals, what is left to
a moat unathletic faculty member dedicate* this booth to Charles
conquer?
into a "super jock" who attended all Sweet and Hal Blythe for the
"We want a best seller," said
the etaff meetings attired in his beet endless hour* of creative, literary
thought spent here, and for their
Blythe. "Having a beat seller means
tennis outfits.
at least three big money projects."
Another plot they concocted in- constant patronage over the past six
Sweet summed up their motto by
volved a university basketball coach year*.
saying, "Big books bring big
who geta mixed up in a murder case
bucks."
The two have been known to
whita recruiting;souatnew]
some, new players.

By Bandy Patrick
Staff writer
If there's anything Neil Dimond
wants to stress, it's that students
can have an impact, and that they
should get involved.
"Students are here for four years
- it becomes like their own little
community. They can have an influence: they can register to vote,"
said the vice-president of the Student Association (SA). "If they just
take the time to pull that lever, the
students of America can become the
most influential group in the
nation."
Dimond aaid that over the past
few years, the students have become
a little more aware of what is going
on around them and are starting to
change their attitudes in regard to
academics and education.
He said he would like to think
that he played some part in helping
to bring about that change at
Eastern.
During their tenure in office. Dimond and Carl Kremer, SA president, have been active in bringing
about recognition for the university and for higher education in Ken
tucky. They have been active in
discussions with legislators st both
the state and national levels, and
helped plan state-wide rallies for
higher education.
The rallies, be said, were first
discussed on one of their trips to
Washington, D.C.
"The ides came from a guy nam-

ed David Payne, from Western Kentucky University," he aaid "We sat
around and talked about it while we
were up in the hotel room."
When they returned. Dimond said
they contacted the different state
universities and talked with them
about their proposal.
From that origin, said Dimond,
"the ball just started rolling."
Prior to the rally at Eastern, the
student government presented the
Council on Higher Education with
6,000 signatures of university
students to protest the Mission
Model plan for university funding.
The Brown administration, said
Dimond. revised the proposal
somewhat to make it more equitable
for all the state's college.
Although there is s certain
amount of influence that accompanies his position, aaid Dimond.
power depends more on relationships with various people within the
framework of government, than it
does with formal duties.
Dimond is from Tipp City, Ohio,
a small town north of Dayton, and
grew up not far from Kremer's
hometown of Troy.
"Carl and I are only six or seven
miles apart," he said. "We played
high school football against each
other."
Dimond would rather talk about
the SA's accomplishments, instead
of its setbacks. He said thst the
organization sets many goals and
the ones they really push for are
usually achieved.

Nell Dimond
The SA has established as one of
its top priority goals, s push to get
more representation for students on
university committees. Dimond said
thst the Centerboard and the Student Affairs Committee are
targeted
for
expanded
representation.
Much of the success of the SA,
said Dimond, should be attributed
to the people in student government
who never get the publicity.
"There are some really dedicated
people over m those (SA) offices," be
said "They don't get the recognition
they deserve."
Dimond said that his only regret
during his three years in student
government, is that out of state
students are not allowed to serve as
student regent. He said that this
would be just one more wsy in
which he could serve the students.

Meditation Chapel
provides sanctuary
By Randy Patrick
Staff writer
"A sanctuary for spiritual health
and heating, the search for wisdom
and p*ac* within."
(-William L Keene, late poet
and professor of the university,
in hi* dedication to the Chapel
of Meditation)
For over a decade now, the Chapel
of Meditation has provided students
of all religious faiths with s quiet
'refuge to which they can escape the
daily pressures of collage life for a
few moments, and concentrate instead, on their spiritual beings.
Established in 1968, and financed
primarily by the Alumni Association, the construction cost for the
structure was initially estimated at
$200,000. That figure had to be
altered, however, to 1375,000 before
iU completion in 1972.
The chapel was designed by Ernst
Johnson and Byron Romanowitz,
who patterned it after the chapel at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Melson Contractors of
Nashville built the chapel and
Franklin Art Glass of Ohio designed the stained glass.
Dr. George Nordgulen'. the campus chaplain, said he tries to
"overtook the various functions thst
take place m the chapel," such as
organizational meetings.
Nordgulen said the chapel is used
not only by religious groups, but by
Greek groups as well. "The Greeks
use it for initiation confirmations
and dedications to the organizations' purposes and goals, which
usually take on a religious
meaning."
The chaplain said that he is
responsible for keeping a calendar,
scheduling the various groups for
use of the building.
He said that there are never any
regular church services st the
chapel, and that it is not open to the
public on Sundsy mornings.
Students, he said, are encouraged to
attend one of the churches
downtown or those on campus,
which are run by the university's
ministries.
Special memorial services are
sometimes held st the chapel. Nordgulen said. Last year, for example,
a memorial service was conducted st
the chapel for the victims of the
Atlanta child murders,
"If a faculty member passes
away, or a student tragically passes
away, we usually have a service in
their behalf, if there are students or
faculty who want it," Nordgulen
aaid.
* There are also many weddings
performed inside the building, as
many as GO a year, Nordgulen
estimated.
"I perform some of them, but not
all of them," Nordgulen said. "They
can bring their own minister, or a
bonded mBlister from Kentucky for
the service."
Nordgulen reminds couples that
they should contact bun at least
three weeks prior to the proposed
wedding date if they wish to be married in the chapel. He added that he
usually counsels the couples before
the marria«B> and that he usually

has them write their own services.
"Other than that, the chapel is
kept clear, particularly during the
day; so that students individually.
or in small groups, can come into the
chapel and use it for meditation.
prayer, Bible study, or whatever
they want," the chaplain said
Nordgulen, who is alsos professor
in the Department of Philosophy
and Religion, came to the university in 1972. He was present for the
dedication of the chapel on May 13
of that year.
He is of s Protestant denomination which he asked not to be mentioned, simply because he said he
feels it has no reflection upon his
position as university chaplain.
"The approach to religion on cam-

pus is primarily academic, not in
terms of practice, so I do not promote any particular practice of
religion," Nordgulen said.
He added that during the ten
years of its existence, the chapel has
never been abused. "It's always
been very widely used and appreciated," he said.
Nordgulen aaid he thinks the
reason it has always been treated
with respect, is in part because
students regard it as a holy edifice,
and in part because of the civil
nature of the students at this
university.
The chapel is open from 7 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Friday. 12
noon to 6 p.m. on Saturday and 2
p.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Help offered at
Bllendale Hall
By Randy Patrick
Staff writer
Anyone who has had to cram for
an exam, or had to worry about having enough money for expenses, or
had to endure the break-up of a relationship, or fretted over major decisions, knows thst one's college years
can often be a very trying time.
In many cases, the problems
students have are serious enough to
warrant some sort of professional
guidance.
In that case, the university's
counseling center st Elendale Hall
can help.
"We've been basically an agency
that was designed to help students
deal with problems on an individual,
as well as on s group basis," said
Calvin Tolar, director of the center
since its formation in 1970.
The center deals with problems
ranging from depression and anxiety, to those involving interpersonal
relationships and substance abuse.
.said Tolar.
"We're able to help people change
things like serious depression, being
able to get along with people, even
overcoming harmful habits," said
Tolar. "If we have students coming
in who stick it out and stay at least
three sessions, they report a
relatively high rate of getting
better."
Tolar admitted that there are problems beyond the counseling
center's reach.
"I think that we have to face up
U> the fact that there are some problems thst people have, some pat
terns of difficulties, that not many
people would agree you can
change."
He said, for example, that it isn't
often possible to change a person's
sexual orientation, or to rehabilitate
a sociopatrsc individual because
disorders are formulated at

the core of an individual's
personality.
"You don't really change people's
basic personalities." said Tolar.
Tolar also said that the EUendale
center is not a "bona fide
rehabilitative agency, when you are
talking about drue abuse."
"Somebody who's a serious drug
sbuser, an addict - that's beyond
our realm. I don't think we would
help that person get off drugs or
alcohol or whatever," said Tolar. "I
think we're talking about somebody
who needs hospitalizetion."
The center can help an individual
who has s drug or alcohol problem,
said Tolar, when it is caused by
other personal problems or worries.
Tolar said that providing a
facilitative relationship is the key in
finding the solutions to the problems. Tjjs-person must be treated
with respect and empathy.
. Depending on the circumstances,
the person may get involved in
behavioral therapy, assertiveness
training, relaxation techniques,
reality therapy, or whatever the individual's needs msy require.
In addition to working with individuals, the counseling center also
conducts group workshops on
various topics and offers s career
counseling program. He said that
while Career Development and
Placement deals mainly with
students about to enter the work
world, the center's program helps a
student make an initial career
selection.
Although the center employs a
full-time staff of only four, many
practicum students assist in the
areas of clinical psychology and
education, along with several
volunteers.
"We're fortunate enough to have
seven or eight people working most
of the time," said Tolar.
,^,.
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DZs sign
national
charter

By Maryleigh Haydcn
Staff wHUr
"A charter...* symbol of the
friendship upon which this chapter
begins and the special work of each
of you in extending this sisterhood"
Those were the words that
Carolyn Gullatt.. National president
of Delta Zeta sorority, spoke Saturday night at the Delta Zeta installation banquet.
The official signing of the charter
took place at 10:30 a.m. Saturday
following the initiation of the Delta
Zeta Alpha pledge class.
A charter may just seem like a
piece of paper, yet Gulatt explained that "a charter is a visible sign
of confidence and responsibility."
The 49 members, which signed
the charter, entered active status
last spring with help from the Delta
Zeta Alpha Theta chapter at the
University of Kentucky.
National officials bestowed Delta
Zeta with many gifts. Among these
was a gavel presented to Pati Bail,
Xi Beta's first pledge and
presideant, along with the president's dangle. Both are passsed
down to incoming new chapter
presidents.
Nancy • Holt, the university's
Greek advisor, then accepted Delta
Zeta as an official university
chapter. It was at this time that the
charter was presented to the Xi
Beta chapter of Delta Zeta.
Delta Zeta began their colonization events with a reception for the
incomooing national offcesrs on Friday night Xi Beta entertained them
with skits from their first formal
rush. A barbershopo quartet and

War: it's only a gam&

Phot* by Real

Gavel of power
Delta Zeta president Pati Bail receives toe gavel from Carolyn Gullatt,
national president, durng Saturday morning's installation. Delta Zeta
was first colonized last September.
flappers greeted them as they stepped off the elevator onto the Delta
Zeta floor in Telford. The evening
closed with a fifties skit.

DThe reception was attended by
members of the Greek society,
parents, boyfriends and national
officers.
The Delta Zeta colony was formThe weekend festivities ended ed on campus Sept. 9,1961 with ones
Sunday waith a reception given in active member. The sorority now
honor of Xi Beta from the nationals. has 77 members.

ROTC honorary to select
new group of inductees
.

By Cathy Wyatt
Staff writer
What did Will Rogers. Charles
Lindberg, Fred Waring and
Franklin D. Roosevelt have in
common?
They were all honorary members
of the Scabbard and Hade, a national military science honor society which began in 1904. It was instated st the university in 1964.
The main purpose of the Scabbard
and Blade, affording to its pledge
manual, is to foster the essential
qualities of good officers; to raise
the standard of military education;
and to acquaint the people with our
national defense needs.
According to the society's pledge
manual, "Membership is by election

T

only and is a lifetime membership."
At the beginning of each school
year, the existing active members
vote on the admittance of prospective inductees.
Cadet Cant. Evelyn Stevens, commander of the university's Scabbard
and Blade, said that the four present members would vote on about
90 juniors st their frst officer's
meeting in September. Between 10
and IS new members are expected
to be inducted into the society this
year, said Stevens.
Active members must be upper
division students of military science
in their college's ROTC program.
According to Maj. Robert Jenkins,
Scabbard and Blade's faculty sponsor, the students musts ahave a 2.8

overall grade point average and a
3.0 GPA in military science.
When active members graduate,
they become alumni members
throughout their military or civilian
According to Stevens, civilian
university officials and faculty acan
be associate members, and other
civilians can be voted into the society, as honorary members, for their
achievement of distinction and
valuable service.
At the university, members ot the
society participate in Run for Your
Life, an army regulated fitness
prpogram. They also serve in flag
raising and other military

The wargamers organization is
ran by the members, said Kirby.
Usually, he continued, he doestiot
preside or get involved with the
games, but acts only as a controller
because he understands the rules
better than most of the members
Kirby has been playing wargames
as a hobby since 1976 when a friend
in Germany introduced him to this
concept. Now Kirby has about «600
worth of wargames in his home; he
said.
For those who want to get involved in wargaming on their own.
games may be ordered through addresses found in various types of
magazines, said Kirby.

By Balnea Ward
Organization, editor
War is hell. .
At least that is what the old cliche
says, but Sgt. Douglas Kirby. senior
drill sergeant, disagrees. In fact, he
thinks it is fun.
Actually, whan Kirby refers to
war being fun he does not mean war
as most people know it. He is referring to it as the wargamers, an
ROTC co-curricular activity group.
do
"Warganang is nothing more
than miniaturizing war, so that the
average parson can enjoy the
game." said Kirby. the enlisted advisor for the wargamers.
According to
Kirby
the
wargamers play on a 10-by-8 molded plastic terrain board, which
displays rivers, valley" and other
landscaping features.
"This particular board represents
a piece of terrain in Germany, but
it can be modified by

minded it is a chance to sharpen
their leadership skills." said Kirby.
"Individuals have to stay on their
toes and change with the flow
because they may have to suddenly alter their strategies due to their
opponent's changing situation."
Anyone is eligible to join the
wargamers. In fact, faculty and
students are not the only members.
According to Kirby, two of the
wargamers are the grade school
children of one of the other
members.
Those interested should come by
the wargamers meetings each
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in Begley
416.
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Humanities Forum

movable vehicles, people and terrain features." said Kirby.
Although the wargamers use a
book with a set of rules and
guidelines they are not restricted to
using just these materials, said
Kirby.
Most of the time, though, the
wargamers re-enact battles from
such historical eras as the Civil War,
Revolutionary War and War of 1812.
These boxed games, which include
miniature soldiers and artillery are
purchased either by club members
themselves on with the S3 semester
supply fee, said Kirby. Sea battles
can also be re-enacted he added.
"The miniature games provide
scenarios and situations that allow
individuals to see if their strategies
are as good as those of the leaders
in the original battles."
To add a bit of variety to wargaming some club members play fantasy
games. According to Kirby. fantasy
wargaming is usually fictitious
because, it does not recreate any
previous battles.
Fantasy wargaming, such as
Dungeons and Dragons, is usually
played on paper rather than on a terrain board, said Kirby. Because fantasy games are played on paper
rather than on a board the majority of fantasy players purchase their
own games rather than using those
of the dub. he added
Although becoming a wargamer
is not a necessary requirement for
any class it can help an individual.
According to Kirby. the course
Mil 202; American Military History:
Past. Present and Future, often uses
wargaming to show how troops
react in combat.
Wargaming is also beneficial to
both military oriented and civilian
individuals.
"For people that are military

Organizations submitting announcements for publication in
Campus Clips must turn in the
typed copy by 1 p.m. on the Monday prior to the publication date.

A lecture/slide program will be
presented by Ron Isaacs, professor
of art, on 'Thinking Visually."
Wednesday. Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. In
Campbell 239. Iaaacs will illustrate
bis ideas with slides of his own
works of art.
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SAM
The Society for the Advancement
of Management is open to all
business majors and those interested in learning about the field
of management. Their next meeting
is Wednesday. Sept. 28 at 3:30 p.m.
in Combs 216. A guest speaker will
be provided and everyone is invited
to attend For more information call
Tammie Sammons at 3732.

Phi Beta Lambda
Phi Beta Lambda, a business
organization will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 21 at 4:30 p.m. in Combe 318.
A guest speaker has bean invited
and new members may attend PBL
is open to al students interested in
business and no GPA is required.
For more information call Tim Fentress at 4946.

CIRUNA
The Council on International
Relations United Nations Affairs
will present its first world affairs
forum. Dr. Daniel Nelson, from the
University of Kentucky, will speak
on "Poland: A Continuing Crisis!''
on Wednesday, Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. in
Wallace 346. Everyone ia welcome
to attend

University Pals
The University Pals invite all interested students, children, parents,
faculty and staff to attend their first
party Tuesday. Sept. 21, from 6:30
p.m to 8 p.m. in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building. For
more information call 8896.

Philosophy Club
The Philosophy Club will present
Dr. J. Robert Miller, chairman of
the department of philosophy and
religion, speaking on "Separation of
Church and State is not a Separation of Religion and Society " The
meeting wil be Monday. Sept 20 at
7:30 pan. in the Grise Room at the
Combs Bidding.

Notetaking skills
The Student Special Services
PSrgram invites all students
registered with the program, as'well
as other university students',' to
sharpen ther listening and notetaking skills' for this semester's classes.
This workshop is Wednesday. Sept.
22 at 7:15 p.m. in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.,.

DPMA
The Data Processing Management Association will meet today at
3:30 p.m. in Combs 223. A film explaining DPMA will be shown.
Everyone is invited to attend For
more information call Pans at 2080.

KAs win award
For the third consecutive year the
fratenity of Kappa Alpha. Delta Mu
chapter, has been honored by tlieir
national governing body. The S Z
Amman Award given for chapter
excellence, was presented to Scott
Scheynost during the National
Leadership Institute, held at, the
University of Georgia.

Smorgasbord
Forget Me Not Flowers

New Owner
DON McCAY

Peoples Restaurant
Open 1140 a.m. to 1040 p.m.

Rose Special
ROSES

S6.00dz.

Open for Breakfast
Starting September 13th
10:30

p.m.

-

4:00

a.m.

MON thru SAT

Cash and Carry Only

THE PLACE
ONE PRICE DEAL
FOR YOUR MEAL

WELCOME BACK
EKU STUDENTS

Dial A-Bible

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Moment

& $2.00

624-2427

Charley's Car Wash

$335 lunch, $395 dinnetj
rntc Indudtt Drink, Desert and To

Big Hill Avenue

Thru Month of
September 623-4257

"Colonial Inn"

Eastern By-Pass
623-6006

Offering Students a Home Cooked Meal
Away From Home

PLASMA
DONORS
earn as
much as

If you receive the "Golden Fork" I
the meal you ordered is absolutely frit
• >

Our Full Menu plus Specials Includes:
Steaks

Chicken

Seafood

jj

(Dinners IncluoV 2 vegetables a, sslad)

70°° A MONTH

Some Daily Specials:
Oven Steak $3.35
B-BQ Ribs $3.25

while helping others

im aa. ng. tsu
aw. nan. 10005«

.r/*eS
Look For The Golden Fork!
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-"""■"""' "aaaw COM00*'
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■aatbe*"

Tuesdays

Any largt pizza
with 2 or more toppings
t.p.r.1 9-30-82

00

CouP
o«*» On*

(10% Discount except on specials with valid Student IDfc

P*

lsi**

Lexington
Richmond

Also watch for our All You Can Eat Specials ;

269-3366 Euclid & tohlond In Chtuy Cho—
624-2424 263 Ea$t Main Str—t

T

Next to the Thrifty Dutchman Motel
Eastern By:Pass
623-9841 '•

—
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_Rangers
"stress

The Eastern Progress, Thursday,

Cadets perform
with precision

skills

By Jaaet Eddina
Staff writer
... .,Tha university Ranger Compuy
...SLan ROTC co-currictfar activity
: which emphasizes the U.S. Army
Ranger techniques and operations.
.-.... 3m Rangers' main objectives are
tf to train j unior members for advance
camp in Port Riley. Kan. and to
■■■acruit new members for the ROTC
program, according to Brian Brode,
..cadet company commander.
--According to a pamphlet
distributed during Rangers' Week,
Sept. 6-10. the individuals are taught
■uch skills as land natation, first
. aid, communication and weaponry
■■•The Rangers are taught these
.. slulls in an environment where safety is stressed. When a member's
t "kill is proficient, he is taken on a
,■*" field training exercise where he puts
, his skills to practical use.
To be a Ranger an individual
must be or hive been in a military
'•'. science class, attend at least 80 per
^eent of the Ranger functions, have
.;;J-e>r«de point average of 2.0 or
' above, pass s physical ability test
.and impose military bearing, said
- Brode.
'According to the planning sheet
,.. given st the Rangers' first meeting
«o Sept. 8. they will have several
field training exercises and some
special activities.
- The Rangers' first field training
" exercise is on Sept. 19 when they
... Jp rappel from the pinnacles in

'—

'

Airborne
JstuCsaskeiiiiu. a freshman pdtoulml*mm*mm4*1ia*h&&m*ikmltom+lto+i0k&mH*mt
of ease on Us way to retrieve a soccer ball daring a recent soccer dab practice.

Soccer: a sport for all
B, Belinda Ward

Berea.

am. One special event is a planned trip
,:. to the Army Air Assault school in
.Fort Campbell. According to Brode,
•-' it is her* that the Rangers rappel
*'•*• o* Army helicopters at heights
....: of 100 feet.
Brode said the Rangers are also
hoping to work with the units at
fort Knox.
. "The reason I enjoy the Ranger
Company is because it has always
<■ •it*yed challenging to me, " said
Brode.
~?_ .'.'However, Christine Roberts, per" sonnel officer, enjoys the Rangers
.for reasons quite different than
those of Brode's.
'"I like it because it teaches you
skills a female should know and it
helps you to gain confidence in
yourself."

Organisations editor
Soccer - it could be the answer to
the short person's dream
"There is no specific size to play
soccer." said Ron Priedlander, a
university soccer veteran of four
years. "Anyone from three to eight
feet can play."
"It is also an individual as well as
a group sport because you can practice alone or with someone,"
Priedlander, a senior data processing major from Dayton. Ohio,
continued.
Despite the advantages of the
sport, the Soccer Club is sometimes
overlooked.
"We do not have enough student
following. " said Priedlander. "We
would have more of a student
following if we (Soccer Club) were a
university-sponsored organization
because they receive more
publicity." >
Another problem facing the Soccer Club is the fact that it is a club
sport and not a varsity or school
team.

w •"According to Brode, the Rangers
have in past years trained a SWAT
r team from the Army Bluegrass
Depot to rappel and trained as the
—■aggressm with the 149th mer.hsnir,•d infantry.
* Although membership is not as
selective as it was in the past when
"Varsity teams won't usually
'•' university students were expected . play club teams because they (var"■' to take a miitary science class and sity teamsl are striving for a place
, be in the ROTC program. Brode in the NCAA." said Priedlander. "It
said that he feels the quality of the hurts their (varsity teams) NCAA
group is stil good.
chances if they lose and it doesn't
"Members of the Ranger Com- help them if they win either." Of
.", pany consistently do well because of course there is always the possibilithe hands-on training," explained ty of an important player being inBrode.
jured, he added.
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In addition, there are approximately only five club teams in Kentucky, said FViedlander. Therefore,
the soccer competition is most
definstely limited.
In 1980 and 1981 the Soccer Club
won the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Soccer Association (KISA) state
championship.
According to Priedlander, KISA
.has two divisions, which are constantly changing. Following the
division championships, which
proceed the state tournament in
November, the first place winner in
Division II moves into Division I
and the last place team in Division
I moves into Division II. he said.
Currently, the university Soccer
Club is in Division II.
Both varsity and club teams attend the state championship, said
Priedlander. However, the only

teams that may advance to the
NCAA playoffs are Division I varsity teams who win the state tournament, he commented
Because of this stipulation club
teams can never advance past the
state tournament.
The Soccer Club is open to anyone
with 12 or more hours but is not a
graduate, said
Friedlander.
Although previous esxperience is
not necessary, it does help, he
commented.
All interested persons should attend soccer practice Monday-Friday
from 4-6 pjn. at the intramural
fields.
Club members are responsible for
all expenses including uniforms and
travel costs.
The next home soccer game is
Oct. 4 against Transylvania
University.

Purnell to speak
The Campus Crusade for Christ
will present Dick Purnell, a
nationally-known speaker and
counselor, on Tuesday, Sept. 21 at
7 p.m. in the Grise Room of the
Combs Building.
Purnell will speak on the topic
"Sex and the Search for Intimacy."
As an international representative for Campus Crusade for

FREE PIZZA

Christ, an interdenominational
Christian organization, Purnell has
traveled to 27 different countries
during the past 18 years and has
spoken to over 160,000 people.
In his presentations. Purnell uses
illustrations and stories which come
from his childhood and college days
and from his experiences as a
counselor.

By Clara Meyer
Staff writer
The Perahing Rifles, a militaryoriented fraternity, and the
Vallienettos, their coed affiliates, are
precision drill teams that represent
the university
and
ROTC
department.
The Pershing Rifles have been at
the university since 1956 and are
made up of eight men and two inactive women.
They drill with 1903 Springfield
rifles, which were used in the
Korean War, and bayonets. The
commander uses a saber, a cavalry
sword with s curved blade, during
the exhibitions.
"We're trying to get out of the
fraternity style and move more
toward a precision drill team." said
Omar
Duncan,
company
commander.
The Pershing Rifles practice four
dsys s week for two and one-half to
three hours at a time. They create
their own routines st these
practices.
"We want to have more members
to put together a platoon, which is
28-32 people," said Sterling
Harlston, executive officer. "No experience is necessary to join and we
go to big drill meets such as the one
at the Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs."
During the exhibitions the Pershing Rifles are silent The drill
team has a command list of 20-25
commsnds. The commander
memorizes these and directs the
squad on the floor without saying a

word.
"After coming off the drill floor
and having executed sharply, I have
the greatest feeling inside."said
Duncan.
According to Duncan, the number
of contests the Pershing Rifles participate in depends on the number
of invitations they receive, but they
will attend at least three.
The Pershing Rifles will host the
Bluegrass Invitational Drill Meet
and the Pershing Rifles Nationals.
"Last year 13 high school and
30-40 colleges participated in the
contest." said Hsrlston, s former
member of the AU-European Drill
Team.
The Pershing Rifles also receive
invitations from schools and from
cities to' help celebrate county
holidays.
The group receives their funds for
drill meets from the ROTC fall and
spring formats, club dues and from
the chrysanthemum sale they hold
during homecoming.
The Vallienettos have been at the
university since 1968. The sevenwoman team drills with sabers
"We have a clinic which lasts for
three days. On the fourth day we
have tryouts. If the individuals
make it they go through an eight
week pledge period," said Debbie
Lewis,
commsnder of
the
Vallienettes.
During the spring the Valhenettee
practice four or five times s week.
They make up their own drills which
last seven to nine minutes each.

Intramural Update
These an th« Morcarroaa ust wMk'.
tramural nag. fool ball SJSSBSK

League A Independent

Uttla Rascals 20
T.D. Runner. 7
Maraaatta defaulted

Strlaef SMS 6
Mgh Rollers 0
win Warthogs

League B Independent
BS(J 2 22
Nad. 20
Pit-leas 18

At'A Boy 13
SPIT 6
Triumph 13

League C Independent
Touch of Claas
36 Untouchable* 0
YES IV 28
Ghetto Kid. 18
B'Retrwvsra default win Mao Parple

League D Independent
Pit default

ESC0 21
NitaUte default

win Sad Sucker.
Bad News Basra 14
win Bountyhuater

League E Independent
9th Fl. No NaoMt 22 Rd.houae blue. 0
Headaches 18
Hudy 24
win Msreaaarisa
Bearcats default

League F Housing
Doable default 7th aad 4th floor. Keen*

League K Greek pledges
Sigma PI 13
T.u Kappa EpaUoa 12
Beta Theta PI 22
Tbeta Chi 18

Leagu# t Greek

actives

Beta Tbeta Pi 14Tau Kappa EpsUoa 12
Sigma Chi 16
Kappa Alpha 6
Sigma Alpha Epsllon 34 Sigma Na 0

League H Greek actives
Sigma PI 41
Deaa Upatlon 6
Kappa Alpha Pal 8 Phi Dana Theta 6
Phi Beta S%ma 22
Theta Chi 6

University Copy Center
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Buy a Medium —
Gat a Small FREE
YOU MUST ASK!
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Reg. Price
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100 for
$7.95 100 for
$7.00
50 for
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50 for
$550
25 for
$3.45
25 for
$3.00
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Department
budget cuts
no problem

Theatre
invites
dancers
ByShauj tUtlm
Art. editor

Starting off on the right foot, then
■witching to the left and adding a
IMP and a spin, the Eastern Dance
Theatre has begun another season.
already attracting a large turnout.
According to Art Rupe, Dance
Theatre president, approximately
40 people were showing up for the
dance sessions prior to Tuesday's
auditions for their Fall concert, their
major show.
Rupe said that around 15 people
had returned from laat year, leaving
a majority of "new faces" to fill the
studio in Weaver Gym.
One new face will especially stand
out from the rest of the crowd (out
front of it that is) snd that will be
the face of Bonnie Eppes. a dance instructor newly arrived from Texas.
Eppes, along with the assistance
of Virginia Jinks, has uinleilakwi
the task of co-sponsoring auditions
for the group's annual fall conceit.
The auditions began Tuesday
night and wil resume tonight in the
Weaver studio at 6 p.m. Jinks said
there will be 45 minutes of warmups before the actual auditions
begin.
According to Jinks, following the
warm-ups, each person auditioning
will have the. choice of 11
choreographed pieces to try out for
or they can audition for each and
every one.
Various
instructors
have
choreographed different types of
according to their own
. The instructors will view
groups of eight to 10 people and
then pick one to six parsons to perform that particular piece in the fau.
According to Jinks, 24 to 30,
dancers wil be chosen along with'
others who will be needed for s stage
Jinks said that the group en
courages variety. This year, the
pieces
range
from
one
choreographers choice of ballet, to
ths fast-moving pace of jazz using
music from Styx. Toto. and Robin
Trowar.
Not only are a diverse group of
choreographed pieces being enc
puraged, but a wide assortment of
people are also being searched out.
Jinks and Rupe both said that
everyone waa welcome to join the
Dance Theatre. They invited
freshmen through faculty, (including graduate students) and

By Jackie Brawn
Staff writer*
During this period of frequent and
extensive budget cuts, particularly
in the area of higher education, three
academic departments here at the
university have managed to escape
severe injury.
The music art and theater depart
ments have not suffered significant
ly as a reeuk of budget cuts, according to their respective chairmen.
George Muns, chairman of the
music department, explained that
although their budget waa reduced
by 10 percent three years ago, it has
now been restored to its original
level. "Naturally we'd have more if
times were prosperous and it
weren't for inflation." Muns said.
According to Muns, the music
department, like all other divisions
of the university, works with s continuation budget.
The department has experienced
■bars CorlU Shaffer. Art Rupe and Scott Northeatt prac- no reductions in the number of
Led by instructor Bonnie Eppes, Dance Theatre i
graduate assistants or staff. In adMM in the Weaver Building.
dition, Muns maintains that no
essential services have been cut, and
beginners through sdvanced instructors. Jinks said that the mixhe has never been forced to request
dancers.
ture of different teachers would
extra funds.
Jinks said that persons not in- bring something new to each class.
However, Muns said the the
terested in performing but are inIn addition to classes, Jinks said
Newly elected offficers for this department is receiving less money
terested in'attending the regular that the Dance Theatre will be partechnique and dance sessions are ticipating in the university's Fall year's organization are Art Rupe, in the area of repitfl equipment. As
president. Kathryn Yount, vice- a result, the department must repair
welcome to either continue or join Festival, and will be organizing trips
after the auditions are over.
to the American Colege Dance president, Monique Adamson, old equipment, such aa instruments,
treasurer, and Donna Becker, as opposed to purchasing new ones.
Classes will be taught by Jinks, Festival Association and other
According to Dan Standelbower.
Eppes and other invited and hired dance festivals.
secretary.

Stretching K

chairman of the art department, his
budget has bean cut only in some
arena and at an amount ISM than
five percent
The department'a art gallery, one
of the areas receiving less hinds, will
be able to operate on its regular
schedule."However, we will not be
able to spend aa much for openings
and publicity," Shinddbower said.
The department of ipsach and
theatre arts is working with the
same budget as laat year, therefore,
it has not experienced any actual
budget reductions.
According to Benson, the department had pl«""««* to produce five
ahows, but now only has enough
money for four. This resulted from
a combination of a stable budget
coupled with steadily increasing in
flation, he explained.
Benson used the Gilbert and
Sullivan mualral planned for this
year as an example. It will cost an
estimated S6.200 to produce - more
than the department had expected.
According to Benson, this amounts
to half of the budget; therefore, the
other half must be enough to cover
the cost of ths remaining
productions
According to department heads,
the budgets were released as:
$311,366 for the art department.
$710,710 for the music department,
and 209,795 for ths theatre
department.

Flory prepares for Asian culture week
By Patricia Dan
Staff writer
South Asian culture will be the
focal point of this year's third annual Culture Week. Some of the
countries being represent etl include
India, Pakistan. Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh.
Activities scheduled for this year
will begin with a film festival showing from Sept. 27 tiranja Oct. 1.
and will be followed by the full
scheduled program running Oct. 4-7.
The film festival is being held s
week earlier than the actual culture
week begins. According to Dr. Bonnie Gray.'The film festival is hoped
to be s way to wet people's appetites
for that part of the world" The

Nose Kcklin' ice cream
sodas in 31 flavors.
We make the fizziest. zingiest ice cream sodas
in town
And with 31 different flavors to choose from, come
in and sip your way through flavor possibilities
unavailable anywhere else on earth.

ICE CREAM STORE

<§}

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
Open til 10:00 p.m.

feature films are Pathtr Panachali
and Devi.
Other films will be shown st
various times during the week. All
of the films will be shown in Room
108. Crsbbe Library. Admission will
be free.
In addition to the fikn festival,
there will be s panel discussion entitled "Contemporary Changes in
Culture," conducted by university
faculty. This will be held Sept. 29
from 3:15 am. to 4:30 p.m.
These fikns. panels, and features
are being planned as "An attempt
to experience the bast of life in some
of the South Asian countries," according to Dr. Joseph Flory, director of the event.

After the preliminaries, a different
event will be scheduled for each
evening, beginning with a series of
lectures on Mondsy night.
On Tuesdsy, an evening of
classical dance and ktstrumental
music will be held Highlighting this
particular session will be Tejaawini
Ysysti, s world-famous dancer.
Tejaswini possesses a widely acclaimed dancing ability and has also
received a doctorate in nutrition
from Pennsylvania State University. Accordng to Dr. Amiya K.
Mohanty. this promises to be "a
beautiful performsnce KigMlg">*"
in such a way that the auditorium
will be filled."
On Wednesday evening, there will

be a panel discussion on the major
religions of South Asia The panel
will be comprised of Dr. Gorgsn
Winsor. Hinduism. Centre College;
Dr. Benjamin Lewis. Buddhism,
Transylvania; and Dr. Tdat Sultan,
director of education for Muslim
Student's Association.
Thursday, the final night, will include events such as a fashion show,
art, music, dance, craft demonstrations and food sampling.
Following each presentation on
the various evenings, there will be
a reception with refreshments and
discussions with guests msde
possible.
Throughout the week, there will
be an art exhibit arranind through

the the Pakistan Embassy. "When
you see something, you can appreciate it more than when someone
talks or lectures about it," said
Flory.
The exhibit will be shown at
designated areas on campus. It consists of Cottage Industry craft,
which ia done in the home, (featured
in the Perluns Building), authentic
art and crafts from Pakistan, arts
snd crafts from India (featured in
the library), and a group of prints
from Southern Aisa (featured in the
art Mllerv.l
According to Flory, attendance
and particpation in at least one of
the week-long series is encouraged.

This calculator thinks business*
TheTl Student Business Analyst
If there's one thing undergrad
business students nave always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented takulafor.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions—the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom. A powerful combination!
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.
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Ensemble s^eks funding
B, SJ-rry
By

Halo.
ArU editor
Laad by group prayer, good wfll.
spiritual singing and the direction
of Reginald Gay and Henry Parker
Jr., the university Gospel Ensemble
is missing only one important item.
The ensemble is seeking out the
support of university funding, according to Gay, a senior broadcasting major.
The ensemble is a group of
students gathered as "a religious
and social outfit to find Christ and
participate in singing," said Gay.
The choir plans to travel
throughout Kentucky and some surrounding states to perform chorafe
places, spirituals, hymns, gosp
and rlanslrali for all people and
sti tu tions, obtaining money throufund raisers and "love offerings.'
Ths fifteen-year-old organization
is ran entirely by students, under
musical direction of Parker, a senior
music education major. "It has no
tiee with administration direction."
said Gay. but he said it does carry
the university's name.
This lack of support front the
university causes disadvantages
and hardships to befal the ensemble, but lessons to be learned from
these particular problems abound.
Gay »aid that the ensemble must
face problems with financing projects, finding transportation and
budgeting themselves.
He said that dealing with difficultiee such as these "definitely
gives you the experience of being in
a leadership role. It is the beet
organization to be in to give you the
vital experience of life"
Gay said that as president of the
group, he has had to learn to cope
with troubles and make decisions f
for the ^entire group.
Ths major battle Gay said be is upj
against now is the need for!
univeratiy funding. He said "There
are no greater ambassadors, (thar
ensemble members) the administrs
tion just doesn't do enough for us.'
Gay said that the ensemble is s
successful group that has built up
a good reputation. "We're working
our way up," he said, "I want us t<
succeed to the fullest - we have thi
potential."
Despite the barriers that Gay sai
the organization meets up witl
they have made some triumphs
The all-black choir has grown tf
60 members. These members had 1
paaa through selective and strii
auditions, because Gay said th»

Dancing
today
Sherry Hanlon

Local vocal

were looking for people best suited
for the ensemble, but that member-

National College Choir workshop in
Atlanta, Ga., an event they have
been attending for the last 10 years.
In addition to this, the ensemble
will begin its performing season
which promises to be busy. Gay said
that the choir has a large itenerary
consisting of 30 to 40 appearances
with over 20 songs included in a
performance.
The group gives performances to
dorms, nursing homes, federal corrections institutes, students, and
others. They travel to surrounding
states for performances also.
The ensemble practices three
hours a day on Thursdays and Sundays, and sometimes works up to 12
hours.
v
Gay said this was toon^uch time
to put into a side organization and
that this was another reason the
group
seeks
funding
and
accreditation.
Gay said the major reason he is
hoping to "garnish full support of
the university" is due to the fact
that the ensemble "serves ss a good

ship is open to all students.
Gay said that younger peole were
especially needed in order to train
them for positions that will be
vacated by graduating seniors
Gay and Parker, director and
music education major, will both be
graduating in May. According to
Gay, these two positions are vital
and need to be filled by a certain
type of person.
Gay said that they wil be looking
for "someone with a lot of backbone,
someone with the desire to be good,
and someone knowledgable of the
university." He added that the jobs
would provide problems 24 hours a
day. "This k why we're very selective." he aiad.
Gay appears to fill that description himself. He has taken over the
management of the ensemble and
has already filled a schedule for this
vear.
The ensemble will travel to the
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I was stopped in my tracks the
other day as I strolled past the
television. "American Bandstand"
was being shown and I was enthralled by the spastic (dancing?)
movements of the craziest-dressed
people I had just about ever seen.
I looked at the screen and thought
to myself, "Those people are the
weirdest bunch of dancers 1 have
ever seen. I can't believe that
anyone from my generation could
act like that on national television."
Then, I sat there transfixed for the
next ten minutes watching as the
camera panned across the wave of
young people
All of the sudden a revelation hit
me. Those people weren't dancing
strange! They were just dressed
that way! They weren't dancing any
different than other people were 30
years ago.
I was amazed with my discovery.
It may sound difficult to believe,
but dancing styles honestly haven't
changed that much.
In the fifties, people hopped and
other members of the university
bopped all over the dance floor.
They did wild duos where the
couples flung, twirled and dipped
recruiting device that attracts a lot each other. They also did line dances
of blacks to the univeaity." Gay and slow dances.
For the most part, they do the
said. "We're being let down. We're
ousting our tails and not getting our same things today. I swear, they
really do. I know that everybody in
paycheck."
the fifties couldn't do all those crazy

wmmmmmmwti^

Carls Alexander deft front), and Rebecca Hunn (right front), practice with
Gospel Ensemble.

NEED MONEY,
BILLS,
PROBLEMS?

The TOP TEN records were rated by Billboard magazine
for the week ending Sept. 18.

1. Hard To Say I'm Sorry- Chicago
2. Abracadabra- The Stove Miller Band
3. Eye Of The Tiger- Survivor
4. Jack And Diane- John Cougar
5. You Should Hear How She Talks About
You- Melissa Manchester
6. Even The Nights Are Better- Air Supply
7. Hold Me- Fleetwood Mac
8. Hurts So Good- John Cougar
9. Eye In the Sky- The Alan Parsons
Project
10. Love Is In Control- Donna Summer
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Congra ulations Baby Angels!
Pi Phils Love Ya
Nancy Howar
Jennifer Kent
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Laura Riedel
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Lesley Bryant
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M THE PRICE OF
REGULAR BEAUTY SHOP)

acrobatic dances, and they just
danced normal-type dancing. It's
just like today! People who can't do
all those smooth disco moves just
get up on the floor and dance to the
beat the best that thev can.
If they don't want to do that, then
they simply do line dances or wait
for a slow dance to come up, because
almost anybody can slow dance.
The sixties were less acrobatic,
but you can't get any more bizarre
than those people were. It is a well
known fact that the sixties were a
"different" time, and some
unbelievable dances stemmed from
this era.
Remember "the dirty dog." "the
monkey" and "the jerk?" They were
some really heavy dances, let me tell
you. Believe it or not though, people are still doing these things. They
don't usually call them the same
thing, and they're probably not
aware they're even doing them, but
they are.
These old dances are more or less
used in punk rock dancing or rock
dancing today, but the fact is
they're out there.
Another popular dance from the
sixties was the one where people used to kind of stand there and just
sway back and forth. It was usually referred to as a transcendental
dance. Today it is referrred to as being drunk and not being able to
move.
This shows that the dances have
variated just a touch through the
seventies up until today, but they
really haven't changed all that
much.
Older people complain all the time
about the wild ways of the "younger
generation/but all they're really doing is criticizing something they did
themsleves when they scoff at our
dancing.
Today's dancing is a giant mixture of all the styles of dancing ever
created, so if you could dance back
then you could dance now.
Not only could you dance the
same, but if you went to American
Bandstand you could probably
wear the same clothes and fit in
perfectly.

MADISON COUNTY
RECYCLING CENTER
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LET'S KEEP THE CAMPUS CLEAN!
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WE LOVE OUR NEW BABY SQUIRRELS
Vicki McCormick
Tammy Chandler
Janet Byrd
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Football, radio - Taylor-made for Randy
Bj-AidreiCridw
Staff writer
Woodward High School in Cincinnati, Ohio ia proud of its 152 year
heritage making it one of the oldest
high schools in America It should
alao be proud of one of ita gradnataa
- a graduate who has ■ chance to be
one of the Ohio Valley Conference's
-top players this season.
; Randy Taylor, 21, defensive
tackle and si tains te captain for the
Colonel football team, worked hard
all summer to achaiva his goal of
"preparing and and waiting hard to
go out a winner my senior year."
Taylor, who has played regularly
.tor the Colonels since 1980. aaw
limited action as a freshman on the
1979 team that captured the NCAA
Division I-AA championship.
"In the championship game, I got
Caught up n the numbers," said

Randy Taylor

TVlor. •Only 48 player, got to
dries and it was betwosn nm and the
defensive end. He was on both the
kickoff and punt team so he got to
drees I got to travel with the team,
though. I thought this was very considerate of the coach. That made me
feel like I waa part of the teem."
Going straight from high school
football stardom to t^wMni^j part
of an NCAA championship teem
was an adjustment for Taylor,
although he waa accustomed to being recognised for his athletic ability. He was voted all-league for three
years as a high school player.
"I started in every haflgame after
the third game of my freshman year
in high school "he said "You could
say I was a four-year starter."
Taylor began his sports career at
the age of 10. playing football.
basketball and baseball on Little
Leegue teams. There was s nucleus
of us- a group of guys that grew up
playing together." he arid. "With
my age bracket. I wea over weight
for football, so I had to pUy with the
older guys."
Two of the players on Taylor's
high school squad are now professional athletes. Leon Durum plays
for major-league basebaUs Chicago
Cube and Kirk Springs is a member
of the New York Jets of the National Football League.
"My parents were very supportive of me when I was young." he
said. "My father told me that when
I first wanted to play (football), it
would be something he would back
me in and my mother told all of ua
to be positive in what we did.
"I had a sound foundation growing up." continued Taylor, the
fourth child of seven. Taylors two
younger brothers alao participated
in sports.
Taylor's parents not only supported him through four years of
high school football and basketball.
but they also fostered Ha interest in
communications.
A high school English tear her
who saw Taylor's ability with the
language suggested that he pursue
newspaper writing as a career.
Heeding her advice, he joined the
school's newspaper his junior year.
As a senior, Taylor became editor in
chief of Woodward's Bulldog Bark.
The interest in OssssJlsisjsBesBSal
helped Tsylor choose the college be
would attend when the football
scholarship offers came pouring in
from several major universities.
The University of Kentucky,

ed confidence Randy executes his
technique really well, "he said. "He
keeps the offensive taclde off me. I
feel ronffclaat with him in the

"I waa honored to accept these
awards," he said. " I'm glad the peofe who voted for me liked the way
played. It's something that will
motivate me this year.'7
If motivation doesn't help Taraior
this season, the 20 pounds he added over the summer should. "Last
year. I played at 230 (pounds). I
knew tale was my senior year," he
said. "I knew I would help the team
and myself if I stayed hare...to pick
up the weight to get stronger end
be a better player."
Jim Tanara. the Colonels' defensive line coach, thinks Tsylor was
wise to adopt a strong weight
program.
•

Randy Taylor la an All-OVC pk* ti.te~y^a7.

"Randy didn't have to stay this
summer but he did because he has
sot hie goals and he wants to do
something thia year. ' Tanara said.
"Taylor is goal-oriented He will go
farm the future in either football or
the business world."
Taylor admits to bring goalj
oriented, and says that with football, he holds to three main goala
And what are those?

Clemson. North Carolina State and championship teem his freshman
Ohio State were rejected when year, Taylor waa voted All-OVC and
Eastern offered a campus close to a member of the Colonels' Winner's
home and a solid broadcasting Club (players are selected for the
school, as well as a winning football squad by the team's coaches, based
program.
on "grades" they receive from each
After bring a member of the week's game).

"To be mean, quick, and ag
greaive; to stay low and never fa
blocked and to be consist ant wit
my job."
Colonel linebacker Alex Dotd
inguat says Taylor gives him adV

Taylor says ho loess that the team
nee "a lot of pride." Randy Taylor
feels that pride personally - even
when it cornea to off-the-flald intereeta like broadcaataig.
This summer, he worked at
WEKY (1840 AM) in Richmond.
However, he wan ts to try professional football before he plunges
headfirst into the radio arena. "I'd
has to have a tryout, but if that does
not work. I'm more than a football
player," he said.
"I think football is M percent
mental end five percent natural
ability," he added. "Yon have to be
disciplined and smart about it."
Whan Taylor ia not practicing
football, watching game films or
playing, he likee to read short
peperack novels, bowl, jog, and play
basketball. And then there's a
15-hour clasaload.
Taylor says he has learned from
football.
"I like football is>>wana it has
taught me to win without bragging.,
loss without crying and be able to
get up and go to work the next
morning."

Colonels rest after 31-17 win
over Penguins at Hanger Field
By Brian BUir
Sports editor
After suffering through near
90-degrse heat Saturday at Hanger
Field. Paris Wicks' 98 yards rushing
and s frightening fourth quarter
Youngstown rally, the Colonels
lengthened their borne winning
streak to 26 games, winning 31-17.
And, perhaps just as importantly, the team earned a day or two of
rest this past week, not to mention
a day off this Saturday (there is no
game scheduled until Sept. 25 when
the team travels to Akron).
. "I really don't know if the layoff
will help us or hurt us," said Roy
Kidd, Colonel head coach. "We really won't know until we play Akron.
If we play well, then III eay it

MISS SEPTEMBER

helped us. If we play badly, then 111
think it hurt us."
Eastern quarterback Tuck
Woolum, who threw touchdown
passes to flanker Stave Bird and
tight end Iron Armstrong while
completing seven of 18 posies, said
the layoff should help.
"It just means we've got some
time to test and get our legs back.'"
ha said. " But I don't think it'll affect us too much."
Penguin tailback Wicks, who
picked up 144 yards the previous
game against Akron, watched much
of the game on the sidelines because
be was overcome by the heat.
Still, he played enough to carry
the ball 18 tinea against a Colonel
defense that allowed the Penguins

140 yards on the ground.
Youngatown'a defense, on the
other hand, gave up 312 yards
rushing to the Colonris. including
179yardabyEdHairston. who carried the bal 16 times. It was his
finest day statistically as a Colonel.
topping his previous Ugh of 118
yards.
"Our line just buckled down snd
blew them out," said Hairston, a
junior tailback who normally plays
behind starter Tsrrwnce Thompson.
"I wanted to get 100 yards. Last
week I got only 11, and I though
that was pretty sad."
Thompson, who ran the ball once
more than Hairston. picked up 83
yards.
"I think we can count on about

200. 260 yards s game from the
tailback slot." said Leon Hart. Col
0Ml offensive backfield coach. "I'd
be really happy if both could got
1.000 yards for the year."
Bird led the Easter receivers with
four cofchss for 84 yards. Armstrong gained 19 yards on two catches and senior split end Glenn
Brooks snagged one pass for 14
yards.
Woolum was anything but
satiafied with the passing gams,
though.
"Satisfied? Definitely not." he
Mid. " I started out pretty good,
jut when we jumped out on them
learly), I relaxed. I wasn't reeding
my keys as wit as I should have
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Pol vino's new spikers
romp in Dayton win
"They started off shaky, but they
ended really strong," said coach
Geri Polvino commenting on the
Colonel volleyball team's victory
over Dayton on Friday night.

play of Lori Duncan, a junior, and
senior Joan Messerknecht. adding
punch to a one-blocker, one-hitter offense. According to Polvino, the Colonels made fewer errors at this

. With the help of 12 ace serves, the
Colonels took the match in four
games. 16-11. 13-16,16-3. and 16-7.

"They played more of a power offense and they were much quicker
in the last two games," Polvino said.
Overall. Polvino also said the
team played better than she
expected.

Eastern dominated after the first
two games, thanks to the strong

point.

Instead of playing toward
Dayton's wing position. Polvino
said the Colonels ran successfully to
the middle and off-hand positions.
Messerknecht lead the team with
eight serves. Other players turning
in strong performances were Patsy
Schacknuk, a junior middle blocker.
and Charlotte Gillespie.
The Colonels made 11 errors, but
Polvino said none were major
mistakes.

Runners beat Western
t

By Brian Blair
Sports editor

Slip sliddin' away
toutlo'u!^ b*"m^ ?°,Ho,"tett« *•*•«» ***** ItagH- at second base during the baseball tea.',
intrasquad scrimmage Saturday rooming at Hughes Field.

Colonels' defense
slips in hockey loss
By Brian Blair

Sport, editor
The sky was clear Saturday afternoon, but it rained heavily on
Suzanne Hastings.
Not raindrops, understand. But
hockey balls.
One right after another.
Thirty-three of them, to be exact.
Four were enough to leave the Colonel field hockey team all wet in its
opener against Miami of Ohio, 4-1.
Lynne h arvel, Colonel head coach,
said her price goalkeeper suffered
the storm quite well, thank you.
"She did a really super job," said
Harvel, mentioning that Hastings
had at least 24 saves out of an
unusually high 33 Miami of Ohio
shots.

"I have to get used to it," said
Hastings, referring to the pressure
of handling shot after shot. "I expected to get more action this
season. It was made clear to me at
the beginning of practices."
The loss isn't exactly being
treated as a loss, according to
Teresa Lang, graduate assistant
coach. "I really don't look at the
defeat as a loss, but as a form of constructive criticismto help us focus
on improving in areas where we
made mistakes," she amid.
Lang said one mistake revolved
around lack of aggressiveness on
defense. However, she was quick to

mention the fact that the team
played defense for so long during
the game that the players were
understandftlytired.
In fact, Miami's last three goals
came in the game's final seven
minutes.
This Saturday, the Colonels face
James Madison at 10 am. and Ball
State at 4 p.m. Both games will be
played at the university's Hood
Field.
The last three times the Colonels
have faced James Madison, they
have won once, lost once and tied
once.

Come Saturday morning, Maria
Pazarentzos didn't even think she
would run in the Colonels cross
country match with rival Western
Kentucky.
She carried little confidence and
a lot of sickness, thanks to an intestinal virus that had plagued her
all week long.
But, still she ran. And, as is common these days, still she won, top
ping last season's second-place
finish against WKU.
"I really didn't expect to win,"
she said. "I didn't run several days
during the week."
In thrashing the Hilltoppers
18-46, the Colonels took the top
three spots jn the competition.
Pazarentzos' winning time was
20:18. Freshman walk-on Barb
Wildermut finished 20 seconds
behind her and Linda Davis,
another freshman, ran third at
20:02.
"With four of our top five runners
being freshmen, we were encouraged with the improvement they have
shown." said Rick Erdmann. head
coach.
"We were pleased with the
55-second gap between our first and
fourth runners, but it still needs to
be closer. We must improve our
group running so that our other runners will be closer to the top."
Erdmann said that encouraging
the members to run together during when the Colonels compete in their
the meet's first mile helps more than next meet at Western Kentucky
the final standings.
University Kiwanis Invitational on
"I think it helps the slower runners," he said. "I think it helps them
psychologically.''
Erdmann mentioned that such a
technique might not be possible

Masks by M Marads

Maria Pazarentzos breezes to victory
Sept. 25. With six other teams running, he explained, his runners will
be hard pressed to stay together.

CONGRATS,
DELTA PLEDGES
Beta Pledges
Debbie Reed
Loretta Lawson
Tammy Jenkins
Lisa Bailey
Rachelle Dunlap
Cathy Houston
Donna Srhuerman
Stacy Lewis
Penny Doan
Debbie Marasa
Ange Monin
Jackie Craft
Cindy Kineheloe
Karen Cochran
Jill Richardson
Angie McKee
Lynn Goddin
Terri Kartsher
Mary Del Riffe
Mary Ruth Rudersdorf
Lisa Dvehouse
Sarah Baber
Nancy Jarretl
Ann Barker
Laura Cullen
Barb Neelv
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So here are two introductory money-saving coupons to bring with you to your
nearest participating Arby's. Don't watt too long - offers expire soon!
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Or $2.00 OFF
lbs next

At All Participating
Lexington Area Arby's
ARB-7/82-173-C
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Nobody loves ptssa
Use you do. And nobody
makes pusa like your
home town Proa Hut*
restaurant Ooohh delicious1
T 19S2A>t>yt.lnc

$ooo

$2.00 OFT
any large pizza

-Hut

On* coupon p«i portr pat inn
of poiiicipating Pino Hut'
restaurants- Oflati good only
Of) rs-gulai rcisnu pness
•rough S**x »
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Colonel
coach
named
John Ferguson recently assumed
his position as sssistant aoach of the
Colonel men'a baaketbsl team.
Ferguson, 34, ia a 1970 graduate
of Findlay College in Ohio. Prior to
his graduation from Findlay, he
apent two years at Ohio Northern.
He comes to Eastern from Wilmington (Ohio) Collage, where ha compiled a 62-92 record in six seasons
(1976-1982). ,
His 1977-78 team want to the
NAIA Tournament aa WC won 16
games that season
Ferguson, who won honors as the
1976-77 Hoosier Buckeye Conference Coach of the Year, guided
his first Wlmlngton team to 13 victories, the most WC had won since
1964.
"We're very pleased to have a
coach with his recruiting and
coaching background," said Colonel
head coach Max Good. "He'll be invaluble to me.

Running
the show

"We're happy to have a person
with OVC experience who ia aware
of the caliber of athlete needed to
compete favorably in our conference," Good continued. "Ha ia
also academically oriented and
realized the importance we placed
on that part of our program last
year."

Penguin tailback Park Wicks
(above) gained 96 yards Saturday,
but Eastern's Ed Hairston (right)
led all rushers with 179 yards in
16 carries. Colonel Coach Roy
Kidd (far right) watched intently
as EKU won 31-17.

Prior to his coaching stint at
Wilmington, Ferguson spent one
year as a graduate assistant coach
at Middle Tennessee State University for three seasons.
"I missed Division I basketball,
and in particular, recruiting." said
Ferguson.
He and his wife Helen have two
daughters - Marda (9) and Melissa

Tennis team finishes fourth in tourney at uofL
By George Gsbehart
Features editor
The Colonel women's tennis team
opened its season last weekend with
an impressive fourth-place finish
(out of five squads) in the insugural
Kentucky Women's Tennis Classic
at the University of Louisville.
The Unverslty of Kentucky far
outdistanced all competitors to win
the tournament.
^Despite only two weeks preparation and the loss of the team's topseeded plsyer due to muscle cramps,
the natters mnanaged to soundly
defeat the Western Kentucky team
and challenge II of I. and Morehead

for second-place honors.

directions and monitor their reacCoach Martha Mullins said that tions to them.
Mullins was particularly pleased
the tournament provided no surprises on the court, but the ex- with the play of freshman Chris
perience of playing against top Hulbauer.
teams so early in the year would
"You never know what a
definitly help the team in the up- freshman will do," said Mullins.
coming season.
"Chris showed a lot of maturity."
The tournament, said Mullins.
Hulbauer, who won all four of her
"showed us where our strengths and singles matches and two doubles
weaknesses are."
matches while teamed with Kristi
The coach said that the format of Spangenberg, said that she enjoyed
the competition - that is, several the three-day tourney.
"I like playing tournaments like
matches played simultaneously allowed her and her assistant coach, this," said Hulbauer. "I've been doJudy Beck with, to give the players ing this since I was little."

The Colonels' standng suffered a
bit when senior Susan Wilson, the
team's top player, was forced to
retire midway through the second
day's slate of matches with severe
muscle cramps in her stomach, legs
and arm.
Wilson is not certain whether the
beat and lengthy matches she
played caused the problems, or if
she contracted a stomach virus.
Wilson said that her early exit
from the competition was especially disappointing because she waa
playing ao well against her
opponents.
"I was playing real good against

the number ones," said Wilson. "I
wanted to see how I could play
against the rest of them."

Now that the first match jitters
are behind them, Mullins plane to
work on smoothing out the team's
rough edgaa

Jacquie Powell, a former Colonel
player now attending the U of L
Law School, watched the tournament and waa pleased with the
team's play. Powell said that
Spangenberg looked especially
tough.

"Well work on accuracy under
the stress of fatigue." said Mullins.
"We need to cut down on our
margin for error."

"Kristi has improved immensely.
She has h^ome much more consistent and that helps her set her winning shots effectively," said Powell.
"I think she will go far with her
strategy."

Mullins said some of the lower
singles and doubles positions need
to be strengthened by working on
certain techniques She waa pleased,
however, that ech member of the
team won at least one match.

GEM-RAY JEWELRY
208 W. MAIN ST.
Extend a welcome to EKU students
& faculty with a 20 % DISCOUNT on all
fineiewerly & watches
WITH GOOD SELECTION OF UK
.
CHARMS

20% OFF OH ANY
SERVICE OVER $9.00
Individual Styling
For Him or Her

Sorority Favors like:

Lady Bug pins & magnets. Owl beverage glasses.
Lion tankards etc.
Engraving A Repairs Done on premisses
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
MON. THURS. 9 5:30

FRI -9-6:00

COLLEGE PARK
623-6191

Anyone interested in
writing or taking photos
for the Progress, should
stop by Wallace 348 or
call 3106.

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

Over 150 diffcrcnttransTen^^hT>o^eTrorT

T-SHIRTS ETD.
r*Baseball

I .'i Us Do
Your
Shin- for
Sporting Events

Shirts
♦Football Jerseys
i *Sweat Shirts
l*Lee Jeans
*Lee Shirts
♦Assorted Sizes
and Colors of si
Letters /!

Boone Square Shopping Center
KY
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CHI OMEGA
Introduces
MORE BABY OWLS
Mia Bisig
Kay Kinman
Kim March
Sheila Miles
Sandy Schaefer

,\l\
<dV\ans,

Richard McDonald- owner
Crickett Portwood
•Mary Anderson

Open 8' Til ?

Tyronna Smith Riley

Maxine Rose

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L DAVIS
DR. DON RICHARDSON
OPTOMETRISTS
Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Etxtended-wear Contact Lenses
Fashion Frames
228 W. Main St.

Qn

623-3358

WE 0Wl OUR PHI'S
& PRE- INITIATES!
PHI'S:
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StNtoy
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Foes
meet in
debate

By Mark Campbell
Staff wriUr
Three 6th district congressional
candidates met in the rVkina television studio to debate issues ranging
from student financial aid to draft
registration.
Democratic candidate Don Mills.
Libertarian candidate Kan Ashby
and independent candidate Don
Pratt answered questions Tuesday
far the debate which was broadcast
live on cable television.
Congressman Larry Hopkins, RLexington. whowu also asked to
participate in the debate was not
present. Hopkins was reported to
have gone back to Washington so
that he would not miss any congressional proceedings on Sept. 16.
"I think it was s slap in both
organisations faces that the
republican candidate did not attend." said Mills.
Pratt said Hopkins would keep
avoiding debates with the smaller
party candidates. "They don't want
to remind you that you have
another choice," he said.
"Larry Hopkins is sick - he's so
good - he's well financed. He votes
where he is financed." said Pratt.
"Larry Hopkins is a bought
candidate."
Student financial aid was one
topic addressed by the candidates.
"The beat investment we can
make it student loans," said Mills.
"I think student aid and loans
should be reemphaaized."
Ashby said. "Students need to
borrow to go to school, but other
people need to borrow money too.
We need to bring down the interest
rates."
Another issue faced by the candidates waa the 'reinstatement of
draft registration
"I am opposed to draft and draft
registration," said Ashby. "It is
slavery. Politicians are insulting
young people in saying that they do
not trust them to enlist in an
emergency."
•
MUb said he opposed the draft. "I
am in favor of registration," he said.
Pratt said that be did not believe
in the draft. "I am a person who did
two years in prison for draft evasion." be said.
The candidates differed in their
positions on nuclear disarmament
and nuclear freeze.
Mills said he favored a nuclear
freeze.
Ashby said, "We should have a
mutual freeze. There are no winners
in a nuclear war."
Pratt said he supported a nuclear
freeze, but he wanted to reduce the
number of nuclear bombs and finally someday abolish nuclear
weapons.
The candidates came close to
agreeing on the abortion issue. The
three thought that abortion should
be legal and the decision of the
woman and her doctor.
The candidates are all supportive
of the Equal Rights Amendment
and said they would support it in
Congress.

REWARD
Class Ring LOST in
Women's Bathroom
BEGLEY BLDG.
Contact Lori
Duncan at 4052
REWARD WILL
BE GIVENII
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Prabell seeks unity
at Newman Center

■wets ay wHares Waitssan

Rock around .the clock
Tal Gribbins, left, and Becky Maine Jitterbug oa Telford Hall's patio
last Wednesday Residents of Palmer aad Telfard halls participated in
the 50s dance.

because of the reception he received
from his parishoners.
"I feel very welcome here," he
said. "I feel it's not only me, but

people are dedicated to God and to
the church."
Prabell wants to be like an orchestra leader as he blends the
students together.
"I want this to be the student's
'Newman Center and nine, not just
mine." be said. "I want to find out
what the students want and need,
and help them to get it."
The soft-spoken pastor hopes to
put a great emphasis on student
committees.
"We want to embrace new people
if possible," said Prabell "A social
service activity group wil reach out
to the elderly in the area."
*
The center will join many other
parishes across the nation in a program called Renew.
The program includes the study
and discussion of the Bible, ss well
ss discussions by the group about
personal experiences.
Prabell hopes to eventually return
to a regular parish so that he can
work with children and the elderly
again.

The Rev. Prabell

Improper parking involves risks
By Mary Raderadorf
Staff writer
Everday during the school year,
one or more students are faced with
having their car towed away.
Thomas Lindquist, director of
public safety, said where a car is
taken after it has been towed
depends on the space available at
the time.
"There are a number of different
areas where a towed vehicle can be
taken," said Lindquist. "The
Brewer Building, the Coliseum, the
Begley Building and the Van Hooee
lots are the usual places a car is
taken when it has been towed."

There is a problem finding space
to put a towed vehicle near the
center of campus within the
availability of the owner. Lindquist
said.
"We need to put a car where we
have available space," said Lindquist. "You're talking several
million dollars if the university
decided to add another parking
structure. Ibis past year we added
80 spaces in the Lancaster lot and
included an extensive entrance
renovation project."
<
Lindquist said the $12 tow fine
collected by the university on each
violation is turned over to the tow

RECORDSMITH
ALBUMS - TAPES ■ TICKETS

•5.99
•6.49
$6.49
$6.49

REO "Good Trouble" LP/CASS
RUSH "Sgnala" LP/CASS
MEN AT WORK - LP/CASS
LOGGINS "High Adventure"
LP/CASS
BRING THIS AD
EXPIRES 9-21-82

$6.99 WEEKLY LP SPECIALS
BehindUSSfcj.on the -Tlil^f
By-Pass

623-5058

PEACE CORPS
Next to food, what the world needs most is
someone who knows how to grow it.
If you have ■ degree or experience in:
Farm Operation!
Biology
Dairying
Agronomy
Hortkrahare
Forestry
Swiss
Sb-p

Agricultural Ecoaonaca
Wildlife* Fisheries
Veterinary Medicine
Range Management
Irrigation
Crop 8cfeacss
Cattle

Agricultural Education
Agricaltural JonmaUam
Agricultural Engineering
Artificial heemination
General Farming *
Ranching Experience
Poultry Production

Call or write Peace Corp. Representative
104 Bradley Hall
288-8646
University off Kentucky
Lexington, KY
40806

Steak n
Fidi
Dinner
• U.S. Croice Beet rtrlpa
tried to a golden brown
•2 tender Hah «He* •crisp
tranohalae •oreornyoole
alow •aSoutrw^ilytorMjeV
pupptos.

By Thomas Barr
' Staff writer
For the first time since its inception in 1968, the Catholic Newman
Center has experienced a change in
the clerical garb.
The Rev. Paul Prabell was
assigned to replace the Rev. Ronald
Ketteier, who accepted a teaching
position at Thomas More College.
Before being ordained at 1972. the
BeUevue native attended St. Pius X
seminary in Erlanger, Mount St.
Mary's in Cincinnati. Marshall
University and the University of
Kentucky.
The Newman Center is Prabell s
third assignment since his ordinstion. Before arriving at the university in August, he was the associate
pastor st Holy Family parish in
Ashland, and he held the same position at the UK Newman Center.
According to Prabell, his concern
for people and their problems
prompted him to enter the
priesthood.
Prabell said that his orientation to
the university has been smooth

Captain DV

company.
"We contract with a local company who does our towing for us,
Dargavell's (Ashland) to be
specific." Lindquist said. "The person who has their car towed gives
us the money and then, in turn, we
give the money to Dargavell's."
"The tow contract is a competitively bid contract," said Lindquist. "It is bid once every two
years with the option to renew it. It
gives everyone involved the option
to competitively bid."
Lindquist said students who
repeatedly park without proper
parking stickers are running a

CLASSIFIEDS
719 Big HII Ave. Import Auto
Parts. Madison County* only
Foreign auto parts store, featuring
parta for your Foreign ear. 6234404
Earn really big $*$ with our lightning selling product that sells itself
in rnnuMis social center or cafeteria.
Send name, school address, and
phone number for full details Write
136 Laksshore Drive, Marlboro. Ma.
01752.
Found in Combs Bldg, one umbrella, call 625-2092
TDK SA CM $2.99 until Oct. 1 at
Kecordsmith with AD.
$50.00 Reward for info, leading to
arrest & conviction of persons stealing Panasonic tape deck from Currier's Music on Aug. 31.
KECORDSMITH Buys used rock
albums in good condition. 623-5058
$5.00 off pants $19.99 or greater
SPARE CHANGE. 17.18,19.
HELP WANTED: Delivery persona
needed. Apply in person at Marko's
Pizza at 825 E. Main St. Mnat have
own
car
with
insurance.

definite risk of being towed.
"You are just running a
calculated risk," said Lindquist.
"Maybe you will be towed and
maybe you won't. Many parking
areas are not in the center of campus and many students probably
don't want to walk the further
distance."
Lindquist said a special effort was
made to inform everyone of parking
regulations. "At the freshman orientation during the summer we provided a program so thst they could
better understand the system." he
said.
There are signs in conspicuous

FOR HOLIDAY
RESERVATIONS
BOOK NOW
For our economy
minded clients
Reduced air fares
sell out early
CALL TODAY:

places telling people where they can
and cannot park, Lindquist said.
The number of cars towed last
year was somewhat lower than the
year before, according to Lindquist.
"Most students that have been
here for a while have a good idea of
where to park and where not to
park," said Lindquist. "Those that
have questions can refer to the parking regulations pamphlet. We have
most of our problems in split lots
where one side is labeled 'E' the
other 'A.Ala student has to do to
prevent his car from being towed or
ticketed is to simply read the signs,
not very difficult at all."
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CARDINAL
TRAVEL AGENCY
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322 Water St.
Richmond, KY.

tKdU4*

623-4324on_800-262 2015|

Write home soonll

MVW«S
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PROGRESSIVE
(A division of Currier's Music World)

Make Arrangements Now For Upcoming Dances
These Bands Currently Available:
Chaser, Network, La Wedge,
Prowler, and Many More
For more information call 6234133

YOUR GIRLFRIEND WEARS
ARMY BOOTS.

If she's a member of Army
ROTC. that's a real compliment.
Because she knows that ROTC
offers the same opportunities for
young women as it does men.
In ROTC. shell have
the chance to develop
leadership skills and earn
money at the same time.
After graduation, she'll
become an officer in the
Army, where she'll get the
kind of experience employers value
If your girlfriend wears
Army boots, she has a head
start on an exciting career
after college.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.
FOR DETAILS CONTACT:
MAJOR Rich Anderson
622-3911, Begley 513
EKU Military Science
Department
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Faculty Senate acts
as channel for policy

16, 1M2

Sing-a-Jong
Elementary student, at Model Lab School sing along with maaic teadier Kathy Toaolni. Toaolini ia preparing
the student* for an upcoming concert.

(Continued from Pag* 1)
number* are automatically named
"ex-officio" members because of
their administrative positions.
The "ex-offkao" member* include
the president of the university; the)
vice preeidenta for acadamir affairs
and research, student affairs,
business affairs, public service and
special programs: the deans of the
graduate school, libraries and learning resources and undergraduate
studies; the faculty regent; and the
deana of each of the asatl academic
colleges.
The remaining members of the
Senate are elected members and
usually consist of two or more
.representatives from each department on campus, according to Dr.
William R. Morrow, chairman of the
Faculty Senate.
"The number could vary," he said
"It depends on the number of faculty withing the department."
Morrow said that the important
function of the Faculty Senate
besides being a link in the chain of
review groups, is to establish and
maintain communication between
the Faculty-at Large (the entire
faculty body) and other constituencies of the university.

The Faculty Senate's primary
policy function is to consider proposals for the university. Matters to
be brought before the Senate by the
faculty must first be presented in
writing to the Executive Committee, made up of the chairperson of
the Senate and six other members.
After the Faculty Senate reviews
and approves s policy, it is then forwarded to the president of the
university for consideration for
recommendation to the Board of

Regents.
Two programs passed recently by
the Faculty Senate were the official
smoking policy proposal and the
proposal to suspend four of the
university's foreign language
programs.
Visitors can sit in on the Faculty
Senate meetings after prior approval by the members. The
meetings are held the first Monday
of each month at 3:30 pro. in Combe
417.

Cytogenetic program possible
for Allied Health and Nursing

By Todd Kieffman
cytogenetics. The actual lab exStaff writer
perience is essential"
A new option to the curriculum of
Recently, there has been a
the College of Allied Health and dramatic increase of interest in the
Nursing was approved Monday by
field of cytogenetics, due mainly to
the Faculty Senate.
achievements in the area of preIf the proposal is approved by the natal diagnosis. New discoveries
Board of Regents, the college will have enabled doctors to detect hunhave a program in clinical dreds of possible genetic defects in
cytogenetics beginning in the fall a human fetus.
semester of 1983.
Along with pre-natal diagnosis,
The cy togenetic program, the first
cytogenetics concentrates on the
of its kind in the Commonwealth,
areas of hereditary diseases and
will send four qualified students to
genetic counseling, according to
Nashville, where they will complete
Gale.
a one-year internship at the Inter"It's a new and exciting field,"
national Clinical Laboratory.
added Gale. "Employment opporAccording to Dr. David Gale, tunities for the future look great."
dean of the College of Allied Health
Dr. Richard Schmitt. chairman of
and Nursing, the present medical the Department of Medical
technology program does not ade- Technology, said, "It is a highly
quately prepare students for the specialized field. The larger
specific field of cytogenetics, a hospitals and medical facilities
rapidly expanding area of medicine. .across the country are mlying on the
"One does not learn to fly an services of cy togenetic "Thwiriens
airplane by reading a textbook," more and more every day."
said Gale. "It takes actual exBoth Gale and Scl.mitt are anperience. The same thing goes for ticipating strong competition

among the qualified students for the
four internships. The criteria for
receiving an internship will be based primarily upon grades, with
laboratory experience and ability

taken into consideration.
Anyone desiring more information about this program should contact Dr. Schmitt, Wallace 202, at
622-3078.

(Continued from Page 1)
expect a teacher to assume extra instructional duties when his over-all
teaching load permits?
"Teaching after all, is the function of teachers, and the highest
priority of Eastern."
The faculty went on to discuss in
detail their views on each one of the
programs that were recommended
for suspension by the Faculty
Senate.
Some comparative figures were
given by the instructor of Russian

aa to the amount of students enrolled in the Russian program in the
past three years.
"The liegsiiiing level enrollment
at the University of Kentucky in
Russian has been 80 students for
the past three years. The Russian
department at U.K. consists of
three associate professors and
several part-time instuctors. They
have three students majoring in
Russian language and literature. I
have presently two Russian majors
and my enrollment last semester
was 97 students."

Four programs
face suspension

Gideon giveaway

Pnato by Rob Mlracia

Toanet te McQueen, a acphomore pharmacy major from Coving ton, accepts a Gideon Bible from W.L. Chandler, whose group distributed the
Bibles Monday. Chandler said he expected to give away 8,000 Bibles while
he was on campns.

Congratulations to our
new KAO Initiates
jenny Griswold
Jane Kitchen
Peggy McNabb
Holly Osborn
Sondra Wells

EKU UNIVERSITY
FILM SERIES
For additional information,
call 622-3855.

The University Film Series is provided for students, all employees
of the University, and their families. The admission charge is $1.50 per
person and the films are shown seven nights a week. Please note the
person and the films are shown seven nights a week in the Ferrell Room.
Please note time of each film as they may vary.

SEPTEMBER

TRY GATTI'S
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
Pizza, Spaghetti, and Garlic bread
For Just $2.79
BUFFET HOURS: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. WEEKDAYS

GATTI'S ALSO HAS CITY WIDE
DELIVERY ON MEDIUM AND LARGE
PIZZAS, ON BOTH REGULAR AND
DEEP DISH CRUSTS.

Tuesday —14
Halloween II
Wednesday - 15
On Golden Pond
Thursday —16
On Golden Pond
Friday - 17
On Golden Pond
Saturday —18
Young Frankenstein
Sunday —19
Young Frankenstein
Monday — 20
Paper Chase
Tuesday — 21
Sharkey's Machine
Wednesday - 22
Sharkey's Machine

00 & 9:00
00 & 9.00
00 & 9:00
00 & 9:00
00 & 9:00
00 & 9:00
00 & 9:00
00 & 9.00

11:00 a.m.- 11:00 p.m. WEEKDAYS
and
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. FRIDAY & SATURDAY
EASTERN BY-PASS

Friday — 10
Saturday— 11
Friday - 17
Saturday —18
Friday - 24
Saturday — 25

7:00 & 9:00
7.00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00
7:00 & 9:00

00 & 9:00

11:30 LATE SHOW

STORE HOURS:

Thursday — 23
Sharkey's Machine
Friday - 24
Tarzan
Saturday — 25
Tarzan
Sunday — 26
Dragon Slayer
Monday — 27
Dragon Slayer
Tuesday 28
Citizen Kane
Wednesday - 29
Citizen Kane
Thursday - 30
Time Bandits

Halloween II
Halloween II
Paper Chase
Paper Chase
Tarzan
. Tarzan

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
Friday — 10
Saturday— 11
Friday —17
Saturday — 18
Friday — 24
Saturday — 25

On Golden Pond
On Golden Pond
Sharkey's Machine
Sharkey's Machine
Oregon Slayer
Dragon Slayer

624-2420
A

>A

